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LAU&HIN-G- TERROR I
They say that war is 99^ boredom and ~L% pure terror - but the margin between terror and. laughter is often rather small.
Like veteran infantrymen, we were walking close to a nice deep ditch in
the area behind. Bagnacavallo, while we boasted about the quick protective
reflexes that, so far, had saved us from THE disaster. I had just bet Bob
that I could beat him to cover when we heard a big one coming in.
I dived for the ditch and was solidly shaken by the near miss. Raising
my head I shouted, "Are you OK, Bob?"
Part of the ditch underneath me raised itself and demanded,'"Pay me".

LAUGHING TERROR II
Another time I was led through the night to a very small shed somewhere
near the Naviglio Canal. Here the Charlie Company "O" Group was waiting my
return from the Battalion HQ.
The six of us that were crowded into a tiny blacked-out room. It was the
only safe place around where we could use lights that close to the "Front".
There was a nice, but not particularly threatening, assortment of battle
noises outside - distant bursts of machine-gun fire and the occasional shell
whiffling overhead and bursting in the distance.
After issuing the orders as received from Bn HQ, marking our maps. and
settling different questions, we put out the lights and prepared to leave
the building. Suddenly there was a blinding flash, a deafening explosion and
the suffocating smell of burnt cordite - all the evidence of a direct hit by
a medium mortar bomb.
Still on my feet, and, to my astonishment, apparently intact, I blurted
into the stunned silence, "What the hell was that? Is anybody hurt?" Amidst
the surprised and somewhat shaken denials, we heard the runner say, "Blankety
blank hair trigger! I thought the blankety blank safety was on!"
As we indignantly interpreted events as the accidental discharge of the
runner's rifle, the Acting CSM remarked, almost conversationally, "How the
hell did you miss all of us?"
And so we then went out to do battle.
Keith MacGregor
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B.C. ASSOCIATION
The year 1985 has been another one
in which we have been privileged to
I enjoy the wonderful fraternity of
our Association.
In B.C. it was our distinct pleasure, at our annual dinner in Vancouver and picnic in Victoria, to be
joined by a number of our comrades
from 'distant* lands. Similarly, it
@was great fun for our members to participate in the events in Edmonton.
We must keep up these visits, not
only because of the pure personal and
individual enjoyment but also because
of the contribution they make to keeping the whole of the Association alive
and strong.
This leads me to my message to all
49ers everywhere. As most of you will
know, EXPO '86 takes place in Vancouver starting in May and running
through to the fall. It will be a
great Canadian and world class event
and one we should not miss. Why not
then combine a visit to EXPO with attendance at our 1966 picnic in Victoria. You could take in EXPO either
before or after the picnic. No doubt
such things as accommodation will be
difficult but early planning on your
part should overcome these problems.
In addition, we will do what we
can to assist you, whether it be
accommodation, transportation, or
whatever.
So plan now to attend the 1986
picnic in Victoria on the first Sunday in August, August 3rd, 1986. We
promise you the best of B.C. salmon,
excellent weather and an opportunity
to meet and greet 49ers you may not
have seen for many years.
Please come. We'll do our best to
make it a worthwhile day for you.
VSy best wishes to Association members everywhere.
Fraternally//
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EDM3NTON ASSOCIATION
A significant milestone in the
history of our Association and Regiment occured this year, 1985. It
marked the 70th anniversary of the
birth of our Regiment, the 40th
year since the return of the Unit to
Edmonton following the end of WW II.
Your Executive decided that we
should go all out in our efforts to
ensure that these important dates in
our history be remembered and suitably celebrated.
I believe we succeeded in doing
this very well and I wish to thank
everyone who worked on staging our
two day reunion. It was certainly
a job well done. A special thank
you to the serving Regiment.
The organizing committee can only
set the stage. It was the partic-i
ipation of the members that made
such a success of this event.
I wish to thank all of you for
coming out, especially those 49ers
who had to travel many miles to be
able to attend. The back of my hand
to those who live in the Edmonton
area who could have so easily attended and did not.
A highlight of both the banquet
and the picnic was the attendance
of our WW I veterans and the recognition extended to them by the City
of Edmonton.
Sadly we lost many old comrades
in the past year and we will have to
endure the same inexorable losses as
time marches on. I believe that old
soldiers who have walked through the
fire accept this fate more easily
than their civilian compatriots,
Finally, our Fortyniner magazine
is our greatest asset.
The future of our Regiment lies
in those young members who now serve.
Fraternally

President
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Edmonton Association
ANNUAL GENERAL MEE^NG^Jan^jj^_J_9_8j

With January upon us the time for the Annual General Meeting once again
had come around and so we gathered at the Montgomery Legion, Edmonton, to
discuss the past year and to come up with ideas for. the coming year.
President Jim Foote started things off by opening the meeting at 1500
hours. There was a two minutes silence in honor of our absent comrades and
following that there was a very special welcome to two of our B.C.Association members, Pres Bill Remple and Sectry Treas Jim Stone. All the members
present made it an unanimous welcome.
Secretary Ralph Graven read the minutes of the previous General Meeting
held in January, 1984, and with no errors or omissions the minutes were
carried on a motion by: Merv Morgan, seconded? Bill Purvis.
Business arising out of the previous minutes:
Our Griesbach Sword - The sword having been AWOL for several weeks and
only just recently returned, the suggestion was made that the sword
be well photgraphed for easier identification by the police should it
again become necessary to hunt for it. The suggestion had been forwarded to the Edmonton City Police and advice had been received back
that this request had been accepted and the photography work done.
The public display case in the north entrance of the City Hall has
also been much improved and should for all intents and purposes be
now considered "burglar proof1'.
Grande Prairie Picnic - held in August, 1984, was recorded as being a
complete success. The weather was excellent, there was a good turnout
and everyone enjoyed themselves. A surplus of money was turned over
to Walter Wills to finance an "evening out" for the ladies of our
members there who had worked overtime in providing the food for the
gathering. Walter advised the meeting that he was having trouble getting all the ladies together for an evening but all the members here
present at the meeting insisted that he try again but harder.
Committee reports were then requested and are summarized as follows:
FINANCIAL REPORT - given by Barney Olson, Treas. - showed our financial
position to be very good. There was once again a small profit shown
and this is attributed to those who have mailed in generous contributions to assist in the printing and mailing of our Fortyniner. Thanks
to all our members for their assistance in keeping our financial
worries to a minimum.
MEMBERSHIP - B. Olson - Total members for the past year numbered 344, six
more than for the previous year. This total includes members of our
Militia Unit, some 15 life members, 7 members who are resident in the
Mewburn Veterans' Home. Each year we continue to get a few members
that were a part of our Regiment but had not previously been a member
of the Association.
MAGAZINE, The Fortyniner - B. Olson, Editor - Approximately 500 copies of
@@@ou^Association magazine were mailed out in November of 1984. New material continues to be sent in for which we are very pleased. Any contributions, written material, photos, etc. are gratefully accepted and
if possible will be used.

Edmonton General Me"tinf
MAGAZINE, contd - Pres Jim Foote asked for a vote of thanks to Barney Olson
for a job well dono. Unanimously accepted.
E^ITSRTAlNMENT - RoCastagner - 1984 was a quiet year. The entertainmert for
the year other than our January Banquet consisted of a weekend picnic in
Grande Prairie. The weather this time was as good as could be wished for
and the weekend was thoroughly enjoyed by all who attended.
HOSPITAL/LAST POST - M.Tettam"nte - Any members that we become aware of who
have entered hospital for one thing or another are visited by representatives of our Association. The biggest problem is to know of the member
being in hospital.
We keep in touch with our member"; that are resident in the Mewburn Vets'
home and try and visit with them.
Up until October, 1984, a total of 47 former members of our Regiment had
been recorded as having been deceased.
MILITIA UNIT - LCol C.Marshall - for the first time in many years the unit
IF; up to its allotted strength, an encouraging fact and probably due to
the excellent training now available in the unit. LGol Gordon Armstrong
has now retired as Honorary Colonel of the Unit and his place has been
assumed by LCol Ed Eoyd.
The Unit's Airborne Platoon became operational on Sept 1, 1984, and it
is also at full strength and ail initial training has been completed.
In October, 1984, the platoon participated in an airborne assault on ^2
Commando Group. Shortly some of the unit members will be attached to the
Commandos for a full month of training.
The' Skill-At-Arms Competition organized by the Northern Alberta Military
District, Wainwright, was again won by our Unit.
NEW BUSINESS;
Museum - Ed Boyd gave a short summary of what has gone on with the Prince
of Wales Foundation, a committee formed to attempt to take- over the running of the Armoury for the future and also where our Association would
hope tc have a museum located.
The Foundation has elaborate plans for the development of the building
and some of its adjoining land.
There was nothing positive that cculd be recorded at the time of this
meeting, final word was still being awaited from the City of Edmonton
who now own the' building and the I? acres it stands on.
Ed pointed, out that if the Museum portion is finalized we will have the
assistance of the; Curator of our Provincial Museum in the display and
care of the artifacts on hand plus those items that members may be
donating in the future.
In support of the above information, Pres Jim Foote read a letter he had
written on behalf of our Association to the City of Edmonton in support
of the acquisition of the site by the P of W Foundation,,
There was further discussion by the members present on the need to provide funds to our Museum Society and it was;
Moved: by Steve Drew, Seconded; by Rev. W. Hall,
Ths.t our Edmonton Association grant an amount of $1000.00 to our
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Museum ~ Museum Society to assist in the preservation of some of our
artifacts now in storage.
MOTION CARRIED.
Jim Stcne was concerned about our members providing items for display in
the museum when we still have no positive location for display and care
and inquired as to what would happen if the Armoury did not become av- |
ailable to the Foundation and we did not therefore have a space for our
own use. Chris Atkin, CWO Militia Unit, and who heads our Museum Society,
replied that some inquiries had been made regarding alternative sites,
Fort Edi.nont.on and also Griesbach Barracks.
Jim Stone stated thc.t he was quite certain that when we are assured of
an adequate and permanent location for the museum, help in the way of
artifacts and finances could be expected from the B.C.Association.
40th ANNIVERSARY - Pres Foote mentioned that information had been received from the Department of Veterans Affairs as to an organized trip
being sponsored by'them to Sicily and Italy in May, 1985. A total of
one would be our representation and we were advised that Ed Boyd would
be making the trip from our Regiment. We were assured that on his return, Ed would be writing a summary of the journey for inclusion in the
next issue, of The Fortyniner.
SUMMER PICNIC - Pres Foote asked for discussion and ideas for the 1985
summer picnic to be sponsored by our Edmonton Association this year. It
was MOVED: by Roger Dupuis, SECONDED; by Jim Botsford, that we hold a
picnic Saturday and Sunday, August 10 and 11, 1985, at Camp Harris, Edmonton. Special emphasis would be centered on it being the ?0th birthday
of our regiment as well as the 4011'- anniversary of the end of WW lie
The incoming Executive would attend to the special effort required to
stao-e the picnic and further details would be mailed out to all members.
There being no further new business to attend to, the election of the Executive for the ensuing year took place.
Since it was apparent that the, same Executive as for the previous year was
being elected, it was MOVED; by LCol C.Marshall, that the entire executive
for 1984 be called on to act in a similar capacity for 1985. It was UNANIMOUS.
The' Executive for 1985 was therefore;
Honorary President - LCol Ed Boyd(ret)
Militia Unit Rep - LCol C. Marshall
President - Jim Fcote
Past President - Jim Botsford
Vice Pres - Roger Dupuis
Secreitary - Ralph Craven
Treasurer - Barney Olson
Exec.Members - Chris Atkin - Harvey Farrell - Bill Shaw - Paul Cote
Rollle Castagner - Merv Morgan ~ Steve Drew - Marcel Tettamente
President Bill Remple; B.G.Association, invited all members to attend the
Annual Meeting/Banquet to be held the first Saturday in. February, Burnaby,BC,
Also the summer picnic, August, Saxe Point Park, Esquimau,, BC.
Keith Wakefield moved a vote of thanks to the 1984 Executive for a job well
done, seconded by Ed Boyd and carried unanimously.
There being no further business the meeting was closed at 1630 hours to prepare; for the Banquet to follow.
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B.C. BRANCH
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING & BANQUET February 1985

Our usual location for the past number of years has been the Astor Hotel,
Burnaby, B.C. and this year was no exception as we held our annual General
Meeting followed by a banquet,,
Once again Johnny Eggleston made the excellent arrangements and saw to
it that everything ran happily and smoothly. Thanks again, John!
Records show that some fifty five members and their close family guests
sat down to a well-planned dinner. Included amongst the members were those
most distinguished ones: Dave Barbour, Len Dawes, "Pip" Muirhead and Dave
Petrie - all of the "Old Guard". They set a splendid example to the "young"
veterans (well, younger in age if not in spirit!) who much enjoyed their company and their stories.
Len Dawes regaled us after dinner with his lively and amusing reminiscences of his experiences as a I? year old soldier in W W I. It.is memories
such as these, shared with many of our old comrades, both here and now departed, that has helped to create our strong and enduring "Brotherhood of
49ers". Well dene, Len!
Bill Rem.pie, our President, opened the "hospitality room1' in the late
afternoon and dispensed cheer to those who dropped by to note its location
for a later visit - and to check up on old pals. To my certain knowledge
there were at least five similar gatherings in other rooms of our kindly
hostelry. Much was the friendly "to'ing and fro'ing" among our gathering as
we renewed old acquaintances and improved on old stories,
At 1800 hours we assembled cheerfully in the Haida Room of the hotel to
partake of that secret but inspiring punch that looks so healthful and innocent - but has a kick like the winning mule in our Donkey Derby of some
41 years ago.
The bar was available for those whose caution or tender palates recommended a less adventuresome libation. There, as we drank and talked together,
we raised again the spirit of comradeship that had welded us together through
two World Wars.
From the reception room to the dining room we marched to our seats to the
gallant lilt of Ed Bradish and his bagpipes playing "Bonnie Dundee1' in a way
that inspired us all - even the musicians amongst us.
Our President, Bill Rem.pie, called for the minute's silence in memory of
our departed comrades, still present with us in our own memories. Grace was
said with military dispatch and aplomb and we settled ourselves in for a few
words from our President. Bill welcomed every one, with a special welcome
for our W I veterans and for those who had overcome distance and travail to
be with us. Among these was Pat Lucy, from Edmonton and the "far north", one
of our more colorful originals of WW II and with us for the first time. It
was nice tc see Pat!
We drank the Loyal Toast and sat down to our usual excellent dinner.
Chicken in that company equivalent to the finest pheasant-under-glass anywhere else. As usual it was most cheerfully and deftly served by our charming
and pleasant waitresses. It is extraordinary how young these waitresses are
getting tc be I
The entire meal was delicious - perhaps made more so by memories of dehydrated spuds and tough old cow that was salvaged (or liberated) from Italian battlefields. The good B.C. wines, selected at least partly for their
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respectable high alcoholic; content, laid the ghosts of thin, far off, vino
bianco. Whatever the reasons, we truly enjoyed this annual gathering.
Bill Remple then introduced the head table guests that, besides the "Old
Guard", included Jim Stone and Al Baker. Al, an ex "C" Company GSM, came from
near Edmonton for the occasion. Ed Bradish, having recovered from the rigors
of his piping, proposed an inspiring and much approved toast to the Regiment.
Wilf Whitlock replied in the tradition of complimentary brevity. Both received
a warm ovation from the happy warriors to whom they had spoken.
The business part of the evening was then concluded with the usual precision and speed. As usual Jim Stone led off with his Treasurer's report, gladdening us with the good news of our substantial and growing solvency, and saddening us with his much regretted, twice postponed at our request, but firm
and final resignation as our Secretary Treasurer. While we were all silent and
subdued at this news, our ever-ready President made the inspired, and welcome
nomination of Jim as Honorary President of our Branch. This was seconded instantly by many voices, the motion was carried unanimously and with many loud
cheers. It is great to know that Jim, who epitomized the Regiment in nearly
all ranks in WW II and has had everything to do with our B.C.Association, will
long remain one of our guiding members.
This being settled, our nominating member, Alon Johnson, proposed the
following slate of Officers for 1985;
Hon President - Jim Stone
President - Bill Remple

.,, -, , r i n
Directors - Jack Childs John Dougan

Secty Treas - Keith MacGregor

Bob Dudley John Eggleston

The complete slate as put forward was elected by acclamation.
President Bill then gave us his annual report with an "after dinner humor"
that was perfectly poised, exactly between too much and too little both in
words and in 'wine.
In closing he called on Len Dawes, a Fortyniner in both wars, who concluded the dinner in fine style while, like good soldiers, we finished the winePresident Bill then adjourned our 1985 Annual General Meeting to the "hospitality suite" where the evening continued with memories and merriment into the
wee small hours.
Keith MacGregor,
Sec Treas
EXTRACT - from the By-Laws of the
i
@
49th Bn, The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Association
Once in awhile we receive inquiries as to whether the widow of a deceased
member may belong to our Association.
We quote from the By-Laws as revised, 1978;
Article 3.1.2. - Associate Membership
3.1.2.1. - the widow and children of officers and men serving or who
have"served in the Regiment shall be eligible tc join the Association
@ as full members(Associate)
Article 3.2.2. - Associate Members shall have the full privileges of the ;
Association, shall have no voting powers, cannot be on the Executive.
Associate Members(in most cases) are required to pay annual membership dues.

ALFRED 'AL' H. C^TIK DC-l .@;-! Lieut, 1.899 ~ 1985
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Quoting from his autobioghraphy, "How I Remember The Forty-Ninth", which
he wrote "for the benefit of everyone" in 1972 (and was published in our Fortyniner beginning with January, 1973, issue), "At age 15 I stood 5' 9" tall
and weighed in at 123 pounds. The required weight to be able to 'join up' in
the Canadian Army was 12.6 pounds, I had to make up three pounds so I brought
with me five bananas and just before being called for my turn at the; weigh-in,
I gulped then- down, drank all the water I could hold - and hung on. As seen as
the man said 126 pound.s I dashed from the room to expell the excess before it
blew of its own accord."
Alfred (Al) H.A.Cantin DCM MM, #432632, 12 Platoon, "C" Company, Private,
Corporal, Sergeant, Lieutenant, 4@th Bn, C.E.F.j passed away on September 14,
1985, in California, a country he loved, at the age of 86 years.
In May of this year when Al received the notice concerning our summer picnic, he immediately began, to make arrangements for both Frankie, his wife, and
himself to he.ve "one last big fling", go all out and come to our picnic, despite both of them. being physically handicapped. However, it, was net to be.
On a trip to Las Vegas in June, where they frequently went for a few days
each year, Frankie suddenly passed, away. This cancelled all their plans and we
were not able, therefore, to meet up with this great 49er.
Following Frankie's death, Al went to stay with his niece and nephew,
Marty and. Gene Olson, for a bit. After living there for only a month Al himself
went to hospital and so 75 days following the death of his wife, Al too went
to his "just reward".
He w&s discharged from the Army in Canada, February 15, 1919, as a Lieutenant. Having no trade and net being well educated, Al knocked around for awhile looking for something permanent to do. He worked for the CP Railway for
several years but didn't particularly enjoy it, especially the celd winters.
Eventually he made his way to Lcs Angeles, Calif., where, having been born a
U.S. citizen^but losing it when he joined the Canadian Army, he was able to
have his U.S. citizenship restored and was therefore able to join the City Police Force there. In 1949, after twenty five years of service, he retired from
-.he Police and with his wife, Frankie, they became free lance public relations
contractors. This occupied their time for another twenty years. By then they
nad accumulated enough pensions that they could "pick and choose and work when
':he spirit moved".
"Our Uncle Al had everything outlined ahead of time for us and we did our
b&st to fulfill his wishes and requests," writes his nephe.w. "His first wish
-/.'as to be buried with his medals, 'I earned them and I want them to be buried
-..,'ith me'. His final request was for us to hire a bagpipe player to be present
at his funeral, which we did, and at the graveside service he played the tune
"Amazing Grace" and as the coffin was lowered to its final resting place
"Bonnie Dundee", both tunes requested by Al.
"Al now rests in the family plot in Los Angeles, Calvary Cemetery, with
r-is mother and sister, uncle and a brother. His headstone which he pur-chased
several years ago reads, 'A.H.A.Gantin DCM MM Lieut 49th Bn C.E.F. W W I', a
-:itle that he. w&.s very proud to bear."
Gene, Al's nephew,continues, "Al had planned on returning to Las Vegas one
-:3re time 'to visit his money' and 'try my luck' at my machine. We will now
-s.ke those last silver dollars for him and see what happens,."
At his funeral Mass, the Monsignor stated that "the essence of life is
_3ve". Al possessed that love, he loved life and lived it to the fullest. He
_3ved people, never knowing a stranger.
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TO]_________...Al Cantir
Wnen witinf; his 49th story Al wrote ir it that, "it gives me an exfi.rse
to go back over some of the thoughts that have sort of haunted me for so
manv vears, thoughts which have been tucked neatly away in my mind where they
properly belong, I only recall them to remember friends whose company I miss
anu to pay tribute to their greatness.1'
Durine- his years of retirement his expressed attitude was for "Frankie
and I tc keep one jump ahead of the devil while keeping it- step -with the
Lo-'-d. When He calls we will be ready. At the moment if I can be met at the
Gates by Herbie and Mlckey(Army buddies), each with a purloined bcttle or a
chicken" in one hand while the other hand reacnes out tc greet me I shc-11 feel
completely at home."
And, quoting more from Ms stor.v, "Finally, I wish to take this opportunity to publicly thank all the Officers, NCOs and Men o-^ the Original 49th Battalion, and their equally worthy successors, living or dead, for their kindness, sympathy and. patience in permitting an. under-aged, uneducated and often
very obstreperous 'Yankee Boy' to join with them in their venture and to grow
into manhood within the shadow of their greatness.
"Saying farewell has always aroused unhc.ppy emotions for me. I have never
been able to fashion an adequate defense against their devastating effects.
So let it be in the words of the- London i-imsio hall ditty of those dear, dead
days of yore,
"NAP-cco, TCODLE-oco, GOODBY-eee"
So long, Al Cantin.
-Our thanks to Marty and Gene Olson, niece and. nephew, for the information
t.l-ey have so kindly forwarded to us concerning this great 49er-

B.Ol
There's a wind-ing trail thro1 the meadow grass
And over a sunny hill,
To the wild-wood ways where a lad and a lass,
Once roamed at their own sweet -will.
A brown little lad with a freckled nose,
And a wee bonnie lass like a sweet wild rose.
Over the hill-top and th-ro' the dale,
Threading the winding barefoot trail.
'Tis a long, long way thr-o' the: years, I know,
Back there to the- barefoot, days,
For your golden tresses have tui-n'd to snow,
And. dim is an old man's gaze@
But still, still you are like a sweet wild rose,
And a. laddie am I with a freckled nose,
When o'er the hill-top and. thro' the dale,
Memory takes the barefoot trail.
Oh, the barefoot trail goes winding,
Thro' the. years of memory,
The past and the. present binding,
In a wonderful dream for me.
And. I seem to be back in my childhood days,
A lad with a freckled nose,
Who is threading the, barefoot wildwood. ways
With a lassie who's like a rose.

Edmonton Association
BANQUET and DANCE
JANUARY 1985
Following our annual. General Meeting held here in the Legion this afternoon all members dispersed to the various club rooms of the Legion to "rest
up" for the banquet which would be following, and to also check on any members
who had recently turned up.
Around 1730 hours most started drifting toward the banquet room where registration was taking place under the supervision of our faithful treasurer ,
Barney Olson, whose eyes were beginning to light up as he sensed a record
crowd would perhaps be in attendance.
By 1800 hours the bars were going full blast and many a personal one-onone re-union occured as someone would spot an old comrade not seen for many a
year. An extra pat on the back for those 49ers who had travelled a long distance to be able to be with us. Shortly after 1900 hours all present were in
an excited and happy mood having by now partaken of a few but more so the
pleasure of once again meeting old comrades. To quote from a Fortyniner magazine of a number of years ago "a gathering on an important anniversary to
hold communion with the ghosts of the past and the flesh of the present*.'
Many were the ribald adjectives applied to each other and many were the
escapades that were recalled. It seems that each year these stories become
further removed from the truth but in turn they become much more interesting.
When 1900 hours came 'round the call for last drinks rang out and the
official opening of the 70th anniversary banquet was underway. President Jim
Foote called for all present to order for the marching on of our Colours and
the ceremony of the presentation of our ceremonial Griesbach Sword. Then to
the skirl of the pipes, playing "Bonnie Dundee", the Colour guard from our
Militia Battalion under the direction of Lieut R.Weizenbach and WO Campbell
"marched on" our Colours and the Sword in an extremely well carried out ceremony.
As has been the practice, the sword bearer is a veteran member of our
Association and this time around the honour was well taken care of by Charlie
Swan, Vermilion.
FollowLng the placing of the Golours and the presentation of the Sword
the honor guard retired amidst, thunderous applause from a highly appreciative
audience, a well-merited applause since this ceremonial duty was exceptionally well done and it set the tone for the evening's enjoyment.
President Jim then called for the grace to be given by the Rev. W. Hall,
unit Padre. The Toast to the Queen was delayed slightly since the "wherewithall" for toasting was slightly delayed in its arrival.
Then to the "smorg" portion of the evening, a meal that was thoroughly enjoyed by all in attendance. The best meal we have had for many a day was the
general impression.
And when the evening meal was consumed, then came the introduction of this
year's head table. An impressive group, His Excellency, the Lieut Gov of Alberta, F. Lynch Staunton, and his aide a former 0/C of our Militia Battalion,
LCol Harry Quarton. Representing the City of Edmonton, Alderman Julian Kinisky,
Col Jim Stone, former C/0 of our Regiment and who certainly needed no introduction, LGol G.Marshall, present G/0 of our Militia Battalion, LCol Bill
Remple, the president of our B.C.Association, LCol Ed Boyd, former C/0 and now
Hon Colonel of the Militia Battalion. From Calgary and a gentleman who we were
very pleased to have with us, a member of our 49th in WW I, John D. McCuaig,
now 92 years young, and the first occasion on which he has been with us in a
number of years. Also first Vie Pres of our Association, Roger Dupuis; long-
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time Association Secretary, Ralph Craven; CWO Chris Atkin, L Edn-in R Bn; Rev.
W. Hall, Padre; Ed Ward President Montgomery Legion; and finally, myself,
Jim Foote, master of ceremonies for the evening.
The short "round of speeches" was proceeded with. Lieut Gov F.LynchStaunton gave a short address, especially thanking us for the privilege of
attending past functions, this being the next to the last function before
retiring from his term as Lieut Gov of the Province of Alberta. Alderman
Julian Kinisky brought greetings from the City of Edmonton and presented us
with a scroll ma.rking the 70th birthday anniversary of our Regiment.
Col Jim Stone then gave the toast to the Regiment - a duty he does ever
so well and an item that was much appreciated by the in-the-neighborhood of
200 members and guests present.
President Jim Foote then made a few remarks concerning events which would
be coming up in the near future and thanks went to all members present for
the excellent turnout - with special thanks to those out-of-town members who
managed to come to the gathering.
Roger Dupuis, Association Vice Pres, with the backing of a piper from the
City Police Pipe Band, presented the traditional bottle of Scotch to the oldest member in attendance. At 97 years, Charlie Blakely was presented with the
bottle, an honor which we enjoy bestowing on him.
The formal part of the evening was now over. It was time to gather together^wives and friends and proceed with the dance and more reunion for the
remainder of the evening. Once again we were fortunate to be able to obtain
the services of the fine dance band courtesy of our Militia Battalion.
The day and this evening were a great success with a good turnout and not
too severe weather considering it was the middle-of winter. There were a number of members present, some for the first time, and some the first time in a
few years: F.E.Becker, Edmonton, Jack Glucas, Calgary; "Gig" Fields, Edmonton;
Cliff Gates, Edmonton; J.Gospardar, Calgary; F.Leach, Edson; Ed Moore, Dawson
Creek; Angus McCrimmon, Priddis, AB; Mel McPhee, Edmonton; John McGuaig, WW I,
Calgary; E.W.Newland, Edmonton; Tom Phelan, Edmonton; Roy Stauffer, Edmonton;
L.E.Stewart, Edmonton; W.Westacott, Edmonton; and J.W.Young, Calgary.
And a list of those from "out-of-town" (and we hope we missed noone) that
gathered with us: Bob Adair, Spruce Grove; Mike Antonio, Hythe; Al Baker, Gibbons; Alex Burrows, who came the greatest distance, Orleans, Quebec; Howard
Becker, Calgary.; Herman Erickson, Camrose; Ivan Feldberg, Evansburg; Sid Fry,
now of Victoria, BC; Dave Gaulter, Thorsby; Buck Getschel, Sherwood Park; Jake
Goertzen, Valhalla Centre, AB; Harry Haddon, Maple Ont; H.Giesbrecht, Calgary;
G.Lacombe, Bonnyville; Ray Lewis, Trail, BC; Don Miller, Sherwood Park; Merv
Morgan, Rochester, AB; J.B.McDonald, Mayerthorpe; Tony Pavlin, Sunnybrook, AB;
Frank Pasula, Camrose & Edmonton; H.L.Peters and Frank Petley, Calgary; Bob
Prowd, Grande Prairie; Bill Purves, Hythe; Art Robinson, St.Albert; Gus Schamehorn, Notikewin, AB; Charlie Swan, Vermilion; Joe Turions, High Prairie;
P.Thiesson, Beaverlodge; D.Thomson, Grande Prairie; Barney Weir, Two Hills;
Walter Wills, Hythe; Colin Wismer, Mirror; Ely Yez, Alberta Beach.
And from Edmonton: Bill Adair, Marshal Baydala, "Pinky" Beaton, Jack Birmingham, Stan Blomberg, Alex Bolinski, Jim Botsford, Ed Boyd, John Budzinski,
Harry Bowzailo, Gus Gampbell, Rollie Gastagner, Stan Chettleborough, Paul
Cote, Bill Craig, Andy Dahl, Joe Decoine, Ted Dombroski, Steve Drew, H.Funk,
Harvey Farrell, Pat Grier, Barry Ferguson, Fred Gaschnitz, Bob Hidson, H.Jackson, Stan Jones, Sid Jones, Steve Kmiech, Vie Mew, Steve Lotoski, Mel Lund,
Bill Moody, L.Mitchell, Owen Moses, Len Mundorf, Bob MacEachern, Dave McAra,
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Bill Moody, L@ Mitchell, Owen Moses, Len Mundorf, Bob MacEachern, Dave McAra,
M. McKain, Hugh McKay, Wally McVee, Gord McVee, Barney Olson, Bill Parry,
Bill Polhill, H. 0. Powell, W. Prsuss, Bob Rhodes, George Ross, W. H. Ross,
Max Rudyk, Jim Sharkey, Bill Shaw, Dan Smith, Ernie Smith, Joe Sutler, G. J.
Sloan, A. Sawan, Ed Tannous, Marcel Tettamente, A. Storrier, Keith Wakefield,
Jim Wallace, R. Wilson, Geoff Wright, Maurice White, Jim Wilson, W. Williams.

N/jM^-r'.g i^ <fl ri^cng.?
During our yea.rs overseas there were many, many appropriately "named"
49ers and for instance in the Signal Platoon it was no exception.
With the passing of one of our more colorful regimental characters during
the past year, "Vino" Smith, it got me to wondering where these "nick names"
come from.'
In the Sigs section we were blessed with one soldier, Neil Heayberd, who
had a particular expertise in handing out fancy names that in most cases seemed to fit the recipient.
There was Bill Soars, he was dubbed "Chankers", and Archie McGallum became
"Zeke". Then Al Irish was "Tombstone" and Bill Adair became "Stretchy" and the
Tamblyn brothers became Mark I and Mark II. Frank Hill while he was with the
Sigs earned "Rigor Mortis" and Dave LaRiviere became "DeGaul". Jim Coady became "Hand Car" for some reason and Bob Jardine was "Corn Cob". Bill Smith
with the initials "W.D." became''War Department" and there was also "Turkey"
Smith.
And getting away from the Signal Platoon, FcWraite, "I" Section, became
known as "Pomeroy" and there was"Frenchy"LaMarche and Roger "Dieppe" Dupuis,
our present Vice Pres. It seems that CSM dark had trouble with his French
and had difficulty pronouncing Roger's last name as DUPWEE, so he became
"Dieppe11 and he still answers to that name.
Some of our commissioned ranks also were dubbed and.to name just a few,
there was of course "Big Jim" Stone, and "Moose" Cooper, and "Scheming Dick"
Carter and probably many more. Bill Lowden, a participant in WW I and. WW II,
and who became an officer in WW II, in the first War was known as "War Dept"
and in War number two, "Tombstone".
With Major Archie Donald 0/C of Support Company, the entire Company soon
became known as the "Donald Ducks". Bert Hidson and Freeman Lewis were kept
busy painting "Donald Ducks" on duffle bags, carriers, etc. for the Company
Officers and senior NCOs.
We also had "Blondie" White and "Buster" Reay, "Shorty". Phillips, "Pop"
Morgan and "Pop" Letendre, "Tarzan" Holloway, "Ham" McPherson, "Pick" Hackworth rather than being called by his first name, Vivian. And then there was
"Fuzzy" Fessenden and on and on. There are probably many more nicknames of
course other than the ones mentioned here. When you get away from the people
for so many years you tend to forget them.
If you have any that come to mind, maybe you should get them down on
paper and they can be printed in the next issue of the Fortyniner if you
send them. in.
Personally, all I would like to be known as is a "49er" - - I can't
think of anything that would be any better and indeed it is a privilege.
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He'll ruin your life and run off with your wife
And think he is doing no wrong.
He'll take you around if you lend him a pound,
And take all you've got for a song.
He has a thousand acre ranch that. was left to him by chance,
At the death of his old Uncle Joss.
He's a marvelous shot and believe it or not
He's a wonder at breaking a horse.
He's forgotten his wife, he'll be single for life,
With the boys he's a regular guy,
And he's got a life story that's covered with glory,
But he's much too wicked to die,
He'll gaze with a frown upon old London Town,
Saying, "Gee, what a hell of a dump",
"Why back on my farm it would go in the barn",
And your ego goes down with a bump.
He has a personal charm that is sure to disarm
The unwary that come in his way,
But don't listen to him, for he's only a whim
And he surely will lead you astray.
Tho' you know he's a liar, your blood is on fire,
And. he whispers, "I love you so much",
You go weak at the knees, as he whispers "Oh please",
And you feel his experienced touch.
Though you may regret it, you'll never forget, it,
Although it is breaking your heart,
To think of the kisses that other young misses
May give him while you are apart.
Though he makes you so mad, and quite often sad,
Still you cannot send him away,,
He's a real bad lad, and a regular cad,
So why do you whisper, "Please stay".
He'll wed you. of course, when he gets his divorce,
But while waiting, "Well honey, why not?11
So just think of this when he begs for a kiss,
That a pram costs a hell of a lot.

Submitted by
Rene Gauchie
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It was a long time ago. The; two of us might remember it differently, but
unless "Willie" gets busy and does some writing you are only going to get my
version, this one'.
As the Unit Scout Officer, "Willie" was the primary producer of intelligence and., as the Intelligence Officer, I was the initial consumer. There
have always been small differences of opinion between producer and. cc.nsumer.
I confess that at times I was impatient, for more detail and. I suspect that
Willie was sometimes put out because I was not always ecstatic about the elegance, beauty and cunning of his patrol work, It was a friendly and- useful
form of interaction and., although I doubt if they are aware of it, the citizens of Dieren in the Netherlands owe thei.r early (by about eight, hours) liberation to it.
In the first week of April, 1945., we had crossed the Ijssel River between
Zutphen and Deventer and. were "swa.nning" south to link up with the British
49th (West Riding) Division. "Swarming", as the Colonel explained to us over
some excellent and. newly liberated brandy was "sticking your neck out on a, narrow front and pecking a hole in your enemy - like an enraged swan".
The metaphor delighted us. We were in an excellent mood., enhanced by Dutch
Schnapps, a lovely spring evening and. the; obviously approaching end of the War.,
Although we were not due to reach the town of Dieren until 0800 hours the next
r-orning - for a daylight "link-up" that would prevent any of those embara.ssing
and. sometimes fatal little confusions between strangers at night - "Willie"
-/>'a,s impatient at the delay. Knowing that few if any Germans were stupid, enough
-,o remain inside our closing divisional pincers, I agreed with him. In fact he
has said more recently, "You egged me on".
In any event we persuaded Colonel Stone, who was then a bit of a sportsiian, that "Willie" and I should patrol in to Dieren that night. More recently
Jim has said that he had to threaten us with a Court Martia.l to get us to go.
that ib a base canard brought on by barbecued salmon, wine(B.C.) and the natural irascibility resulting from a 70th plus birthday.
As I/O I had a little "Dingo" scout car, allegedly splinter and bullet
proof, and giving a great sense of false security. We cheerfully piled into
-he car and as darkness fell we motored cautiously down the road. My driver,
;.s I later learned at one of those "let-your-hair-down" smokers, resenting his
relative sobriety and non-volunteer status, drove in a careful survival pattern - until such a time as we were stopped by a shell-cratered canal crossingBill and I dismounted from our car ever so cautiously into the still, dark
snd. very, very, silent night. Then on moving forward our boots struck sparks
;n the rubble of the previous explosion(so much for 13 hobnails per shoe sole)
@nd. we made enough noise for any ranging "88s". Although I now have some doubts,
it was quite clear to us at the time that we must indeed remove our boots and
"tippy-toe" across the noisy obstacle in our stocking feet. The German demolition party had carelessly left a single wobbly plank bridge across the; canal
:ver which we smartly limped and at the same time suppressing cries of pain.
The Wehrmacht habit of mining demolition area verges kept us "on our toes"
is well as cowering apprehensively along the road, feeling like figure targets
st Bisley until - well, long enough, to sober us completely and disclose the
large, ominous and dark buildings at the outskirts of Dieren. We "re-booted"
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161The Liberation Of Dieren
and were about to turn around and scurry back to camp to report "no contact"
when we saw a blink of light from one of the large stone buildings. Driven
forward entirely by our competitive producer-consumer relationship, we heard
the characteristic sounds of a German rear-guard locpholing and otherwise
preparing the building for defence. The clunking and hammering noises at the
time indicated to us that there would be a party of several men.
Without the usual grenade, we had no choice but to kick the door in and,
in the best of the house-clearing fashions, dove through into the light, put
our backs to the wall, covered the room and shouted "hande-hoch".
Bill, as a working soldier, had a Sten gun. I, as the intellectual soldier, had only a 9MM automatic, with which I could just hit the side of the
barn. It occured to me then that I should really have left this part to Bill
and stifled any small consumer complaints - perhaps even praised his crude
and dangerous production methods from a distance.
To, I must confess, our great relief, instead of large grinning parachutists firing machine-guns and faust-patronen, the "rear guard" turned out
to be a thoroughly astonished half dozen Dutch bakers. The noise we had heard
was associated with the mystery that goes into the baking of Dutch bread, it
needs a noisy treatment even in the tense midnight of a war.
Suffice it to say that we were received by the bakers with much joy. In
a few minutes the local resistance leader appeared on the scene and Bill and
I were "topped up" with a variety of very impressive fluids. We were assured
(and so it turned out) that there were no Germans in town except resistance
prisoners, and that a Class 5 bridge would be built for us by 0800 hours. We
would also be greeted by local Municipal officials and the celebrating citizenry, many of whom were already moving cheerfully about as we were escorted
back to our waiting "Dingo".
And thus, as both Bill and I maintain, we liberated Dieren. It is only
our modesty that has prevented us from disclosing our claim before now. That
and the thought of Colonel Jim Stone's loud and unkind laughter,,

^oR.R.OR ST@OR^ - ^\^LL
At Amiens, in France, there was a taxi driver who had a fearful locking
scar on his neck. When asked if it was a war injury the answer was that it
was. He went on to explain that the wound. had been received while he was taking a swim in one of the canals and was the result of one of the German ma-noeuvres.Each day he; and his chums would go for a swim in the cool water, and
this one time when he went in he was attacked by a ferocious. fish. It almost
severed his head from the rest of his body. It was apparently common knowledge in the area but not to the taxi driver that the Germans had imported fish
from East Africa and these fish were fiercer than sharks. The British, to get
rid of the fish, had placed explosives in the water and with the resulting explosion forty nine of these monsters had come to the surface stunned. They
measured seven feet in length and. had a sword-like nose, their hides made excellent leggings.
The British had arrangements under way to bring in a shipment of deadly
cobra snakes from India and these were to be led over to the German side by
Indians, The Scheme had to be cancelled since the snakes could not survive the
long journey from India.
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It was my great honor to be chosen as the representative for our Regiment on a 'Veterans' Pilgrimager celebrating the fortieth anniversary of the
end of W W II. The trip took place between May 6 and May 20, 1985, and the

:

primary purpose of the Pilgrimage was to honor our war dead whom we had left
behind in cemeteries from Sicily to the northern part of Italy.
The group.which I travelled with consisted of a hundred people plus a
number of band musicians that took part in ceremonies at the various sites,
There was the head of the mission and his wife, some 14 Senators and M.P.s,
6 Military representatives, 3 Legion and Veteran organization members, "Smoky"
Smith V.C., 56 Unit representatives, 4 representatives of the Youth of Canada,
and a conducting team of 14.
It was a great pleasure for me to see Dr. Edgar Bailey, our Chaplain for
a good portion of the action in Sicily and Italy, as a member of this pilgrimage. In effect, therefore, our Regiment had two representatives although Rev.
Bailey was, in fact, representing the Canadian Protestant Chaplain Services.
We travelled in three buses, each with a conducting officer and each with
an Italian conductress. They gave us many interesting highlights about the
countryside through which we were passing.
Friends of our Regiment on the trip included MGen Bert Hoffmeister who
commanded the Seaforths in Sicily and Italy, until he succeeded Brig Chris
Vokes as Commander of our Second Brigade. From there he went on to be in command of the Fifth Armoured Div. There was Vince Dantzer, a one-time Mayor of
Edmonton from 1965 to 1969; and as previously mentioned "Smoky" Smith V.C.;
Bill Roach of the Princess Pats; Bill Boss, former War Correspondent; Ron
Wilkins, a Command Engineer, 1 Cdn Div; and Sid Batty, Gdn Provost Corps.
We arrived in Rome on Wednesday, May 8th, the exact anniversary of the
end of the war. The following morning, which was originally scheduled as
"free time", to give us a chance to recover from flight fatigue, saw us joining the Romans in coincidental ceremonies at Victor Emmanuel Memorial. This
was at the request of the Mayor of Rome and was the beginning of a full and
grueling schedule of Ceremonials. It was the only day during our entire trip
that it rained.
We had a small wreath-laying ceremony at the Commonwealth War Cemetery,
in Rome, situated alongside the Old Roman Wall. In the afternoon we were
treated to a bus tour of Rome, which included St. Peter's^Cathedral and the
Vatican. In the evening a splendid reception was held at the residence of the
Canadian Ambassador and it was hosted by our Canadian Ambassador and his most
charming wife. Truly a royal entertainment. It is interesting to note, however,
that the residence, grounds and various buildings had been purchased many years
before by the Canadian Government - but never activated until 1985. Ours was
the very first official reception in the new residence. A beautiful anniversary cake' was cut by the Ambassador to mark the fortieth anniversary of the end
of the war and the liberation of Italy.
The next day, Friday, May 10th, we proceeded to Cassino where we were
joined by a one hundred man Guard of Honor from the R.C.H.A. stationed in
Lahr, West Germany, and also by the R.C.R. Regimental Band from Canada. A volunteer Pipe Band made up of service personnel using their leave time, also
made the trip to be with us. For major ceremonies all the musicians took part
but for lesser ceremonies there was only a Bugler and a Piper in attendance.

Ths Forgotten Front
The major ceremonies were considered to be?
Gassino, May 9; Agira, May 12; Moro. River, May 14; Coriano Ridge, May 16;
Ravenna, May 17.
Wreath laying ceremonies took place at;
Rome, May 9; Cassino Polish Cemetery, May 10; Anzio Beachhead, May 11;
Gaserta, May 11; Casa Massima Polish War Cemetery, May 13; Bari, May 14;
Ancona, May 15; Montecchio, May 15; Gradera, May 16; Cesena, May 17; and
Florence, May 18.
In the major ceremonies, the full bands took part and a very impressive
service was conducted. This included prayers by the various Chaplains, wreath
laying, addresses by the local Mayor and the Head of the Mission, and, of
course, beautiful renditions of the Last Post. I was extremely pleased to be
able to lay a wreath onbehalf of our Loyal Eddie Regiment at the Moro River Canadian War Cemetery. And more than pleased to hear the R.G.R band play our
"Bonnie Dundee" following the service when we were marching out of the cemetery
At each of the Cemeteries we were given a half hour or so to wander amongst the graves and identify members from our own units. At most of the many
Cemeteries I was able to find all the Regimental graves and to pay a suitable
tribute. On these occasions I wa,s most times accc'mpanied by Rev. Bailey. The
Canadian War Graves Commission had provided complete lists of all the Canadian
graves with their location at each Cemetery. These lists were available on our
bus and it certainly made our task of finding the headstones much easier.
We travelled from Naples to Palermo, Sicily, by overnight ferry. In Palermo we had breakfast at a very pleasant hotel called The Jolly Roger. From
there we travelled to Agira where we were joined by a large number of civilians from the area for our ceremonies in that cemetery.
In Ortona we were joined by many.civilians and in both Rimini and Ravenna, the group paraded through the streets of the city and wreaths were laid
at suitable places under an arrangement made by the local Mayor. In Ravenna
there was a ceremony in which, in honour of the occasion, a street was named
for us - Via de Canadesi. Our two bands entertained in Ravenna in the evening,
and we were wined and dined in the local Town Hall, courtesy of the Mayor and
his council.
The winter of 1984-85 in Italy had been very cold and north of Rome dead
olive trees stretched for miles and miles. It was also amusing to see so little change in Italy, no salt and pepper on the table unless you asked for
them. We earlier discovered not to ask for coffee, if we did we got Cafe Espresso which to us was rather hard to drink. Before long we were ordering
Capochino which, while not like our own coffee, was drinkable. Bottled water
was the order of the day and it was only in Rome that I took a chance with
tap water.
We discovered, also, that in the cities of Naples, Catania, Palermo, and
probably there were others, that there were two levels of government. One was
the local administration, the other was the local Mafia. Taxes appeared to be
payable to both governments.
In Rimini, the Honorable Alan McKinnon, Victoria, B.C., and Head of our
Mission, hosted all of us at a dinner. In a few well-chosen words after the
dinner, he brought sadness to the eyes of most of us when he reminded us how
we had become the forgotten legions after D Day.
There were on our trip some nine or more members of the media travelling
in a separate bus. What they did on the trip I have not yet been able to find

The Forgotten Front________Lt
out. I have not spoken to one person since I have returned that saw anything
on the "tube" or read anything in the local papers of our two week journey
back to the fields of battle.
Totally it was a very tiring and emotionally exhausting trip. It brought
back with great clarity and sadness the many fine friends and companions
that we left behind in those distant and. foreign lands. I was indeed honoured
and glad to have been a part of it.
X.XeX.X^X.XaX
Major Gen B.M.Hoffmeister C,C. G.B. C.B.E. DSO ED
on the occasion of our visit to the
RIMINI WAR CEMETERY

We are gathered here today to honor those men of the 1 Cdn Corps, 1 Cdn
Armoured Brigade and our allies who gave their lives in actions leading up to
and including the Gothic Line. We also honor their gallant comrades, some of
whom are present here today, who kept faith by "carrying on" and getting the
job done.
The Gothic Line was a particular heavily defended line including a number of permanent installations housing 88 millimetre guns. The Corps plan was
to attack on a two division front behind a lifting barrage preceded by heavy
air and artillery bombardment. The 1st Canadian Division was on the right and
the 5th Canadian Armoured Division on the left. Our orders were to patrol extensively and get all possible information.,
Early reconnaisance indicated that there could be an opportunity for a
surprise night operation on the 5th Gdn Div front. The plan was to move forward on a two battalion front behind patrols, taking care to avoid ha,ving
large numbers immobilized by enemy fire. The division was deployed to exploit
success in any direction. This is not the time or the place to deal with the
exploits of individual formations. However, history records that following a
brilliant night operation by the llth Canadian Infantry Brigade, supported by
all arms of the division, the Gothic Line was breached. A set piece attack,
which would have cost hundreds of lives was no longer necessary. All ranks of
the 11 Brigade, 5 Div, had every reason to be proud of this action as indeed
were 1st Gd.n Gorp and the 8th Army. This, in my opinion, was one of the
finest feats of arms of the entire Italian campaign.
Very bitter fighting ensued over several days culminating in the 1st Div
capture of San Fortunato Ridge. This opened the way to the Po Plain and the
capture of Coriano Ridge by the 5th Cdn Armoured Bde and the 76th British
Div thereby opening the way to Rimini.
Whereas two previous attempts to capture Coriano Ridge had failed, there
was no doubt in the minds of either divisional commander that a patrol from
the llth Bde would meet a patrol from the Ghurka. Bde at the appointed time
and place, thereby confirming the success of the operation. This was made
possible by a heroic effort by the Engineers in bridging the river in time
for tank support to repulse a counter attack.
When the Greek Mountain Bde captured Rimini they raised the Greek flag
over the Town Hall and asked immediately for a Canadian flag to be flown beside it to honor the "glorious Canadian warriors".
We are indeed proud of the fine action of the Canadian Forces in the Gothic Line. Our fallen did not give their lives in vain. Let us keep faith by
continuing our efforts to make this world a better place in which to live.

Major Gen J.Desmond B.Smith DSO CD
___________ on the occasion of our visit to the _______________ j
RAVENNA WAR CEMETERY|
May 17, 1985|
The capture of Ravenna marked the beginning of a period of relative quietJ
after many months of harsh battle and heavy casualties. It is therefore ag
most appropriate setting for the final ceremony of our pilgrimage. ^I
Our comrades buried here are stark evidence of the bitter fighting for|
the Senio Line and the clearing of the area between Ravenna and the GomacchioJ
Lagoon.. The capture of Ravenna itself led the Allied high command to ignorej
its normal policy of not naming individual units in any bulletin. Instead, itj
credited the fall of the city "to a brilliant encircling movement by thej
Princess Louise Dragoon Guards which outflanked the city and forced the de-j
fending forces to withdraw to avoid being trapped".t
Just a matter of a few months later, the Canadian troops left Italy for|
other countries and new campaigns. In the words of Field Marshal Alexander,|
"they left behind a host of friends and admirers".|
In 1984, when the D-Day anniversary dominated the world press headlines,j
it was sometimes forgotten that many thousands of Canadians had been engagedj
in a war on European soil for nearly a year previous to D-Day.j
Military historians, however, have left no doubt about the importance ofj
the Italian campaign to the final Allied victory. Nor do they, in any way,J
underestimate the vital role played by Canadians in so many hard-won battles,j
Facts vividly confirm that judgement.J
The 1st Cdn Infantry Division served continuously in this theatre forj
a longer period than any other division in the Eighth Army. It was involved|
in battles with twenty different German Divisions in the cruel journey fromj
Sicily to the Senio.|
The 5th Cdn Armoured Division reached Italy in November, 1943, andj
shortly after receiving their equipment became operational in February, 1944.J
But the big maroon machine mastered the battlefield quickly and effectively,J
becoming a worthy partner of the 1st Div in the 1st Canadian Corps as evid-j
enced in the Liri Valley battle,j
Neither of those divisions could have achieved the great successes thatjj
they did without the dedicated support of our Corps troops - the Specialj
Service Horse Artillery, Engineers, Signals, Medical Services, General Hosp-J
itals. Ordnance, REME and Transport Services, and many smaller (but equallyj
important) services and units,j
We must not forget the 1st Cdn Independent Armoured Bde. In the words ofj]
Gen Sir Oliver Leese, "It was the most experienced Armoured Bde in Italy",j
Although it spent little time with the Cdn Corps, it was in continuous sup-g
port of British formations. Its achievements brought credit to the Canadianj|
Army and to Canada.|j|
At this, the last major ceremony of our pilgrimage, it is fitting thatg
we should pay tribute to the Royal Canadian Air Force. Although only one RGAFg
Unit, 417 Sqdn, served in Italy, many .Canadian airmen served in RAF squadrons.J
Like their comrades in the Army many of them lie in the cemeteries that have|j
charted the course of this pilgrimage,g
The graves in this cemetery remind us again of the high cost of courage,g
Over 90,000 Canadians served in this theatre of war and more than a quarterjg
of them became casualties. Here, at Ravenna, we offer our final respects toJj
those thousands who gave their lives in the service of Canada. Their sacrifice g
has enriched the lives of all of us who were then their comrades. The passagejj
of 40 years has not lessened the admiration of a truly grateful nation,j
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It was my good fortune to have been chosen as a representative for the
Royal Canadian Chaplain Corp to join a pilgrimage to Sicily and Italy in
celebration of their liberation and the ending of the war in 1945.
With some sixty odd veterans as guests of the Department of Veterans
Affairs we left by air for Rome on May 7, 1985, accompanied by ten Members
of Parliament. Among the veterans I was able to join up with Ed Boyd, Loyal
Eddies and there wa.s also Bill Lesick, Edmonton M.P., a WW II veteran, some
Senators and. several officials of D.V.A. led by George Hees, Veterans Minister.
At the Vittoria Emmanuel II monument in the centre of Rome and along with
soldiers of" the Italian Army we paid tribute to the many on both sides who
had died in the cause of freedom. A brief tour of Rome brought us to the ancient city hall where the Mayor of Rome expressed the formal thanks of his
city and country and he presented us with medals commemorating the liberation of his country. In the evening the Canadian Ambassador and D.V.A. hosted a reception at the' Canadian Embassy. Many dignitaries of both countries
were on hand for a very fine social event.
The pilgrimage itself began in earnest the next day. We spent twelve days
"on the road" in a busy and strenuous trip, covering in that period some four
thousand kilometres. We travelled mainly in buses, surveyed, the battlefields
and visited the cemeteries where our comrades lay buried.
We first visited the cemetery at Monte Gassino and the Hitler Line battlefield. Here where the Canadians spearheaded a costly victory with the help of
great allies from many countries. The one thing that stood out at Monte Cassino and all the other places that we visited was the extremely fine lav-out
and the splendid care given to the graves of our fallen comrades overseas.
I took pictures of some of the men who I had buried, casualties from the
Hitler Line, and I remembered them as heroes and as fallen comrades. Therewere, to name only a few, men like George Campion MM, "Brownie", the Sally
Ann member and a stretcher bearer from our Regiment who had died assisting
the Princess Pats after having cared for our own wounded. Ron Arthurs, Lieutenant, an unsung hero was buried thereIt was the 24th of May, 1944, and Canada was celebrating a national holiday, probably unaware of the costly losses of that day. But I buried some
220 soldiers that day - not all, fortunately, from the Edmontons.
We climbed the mountain to visit the now rebuilt famous Monte Gassino
Abbey perched on an eminance completely overlooking the battlefields. We saw
how the; enemy would be able to watch every move we, ma.de during the daylight
and spot all our men and equipment from those vantage points. By night on
May 23, 1944, the Canadians made a breakthrough on this front against miles
of guns, tanks, heavy fortifications, mine fields and well-trained enemy
troops. All this led to the liberation of Rome shortly thereafter.
We paid tribute to the gallant group of Polish soldiers who came over the
top of the mountain and helped silence those strategicly placed guns. We were
not alone in this battle. The Eighth Army as well as the Americans were at
our side and they pressed on after the main battle had been won. This battle
was in the middle of a campaign which began in Sicily on July 10, 1943, when
an armada of 3000 ships opened a European front eleven months before D Day
Europe began and with a larger army than landed in France on that later date.
The following day we visited Anzio paying tribute there to our American

comrades who had landed there with a Canadia.n Special Service Force with
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them. A casualty with the Special Force a former member of our Regiment, Dick
Coleman, who left our unit from England, went back to Canada to obtain his
commission and then joined the Special Force.
An overnight trip from Naples on a large ferry boat brought us to Palermo
in Sicily. Quite a. difference to our landing on the southern part of Sicily
at Pachino in LCAs, LCIs and LCTs on that hot July day in 1943,
Sicily was a revelation to us now in many ways. When we arrived some 42
years previous it was to us a primitive land of peasants, shacks, poor roads
and "stone age" agriculture. Now when we arrived there is a fine network of
paved roads, some elevated for miles, there is excellent agriculture development with fruit and root crops on hillsides and in the valleys. The towns
have a:ood looking houses, stores and restaurants. In 1943 we had to climb high
hills and attack towns on mountain tops. The roads where at that time very
poor and excellent defensive positions were well-manned by German troops and
their mobile 88s.
We stopped at Agira at our lovely cemetery situated on a hilltop there.
You can see for miles from this point and indeed Mount Etna, miles away,
stands out quite clearly, snow clad at the 10,000 foot level even in early
summer. He:-e a large group of local residents were on hand to welcome their
Canadian liberators and to share with us in the ceremony of remembrance. Our
accompanying band, the R.C.R.s from Gagetown, and a Pipe Band from Lahr, West
Germany, were with us throughout the journey and following a eulogy given by
Alan McKi.nnon, MP from Victoria, B.C., wreaths wer.e laid by the Canadian Government, Veterans Associations, Regiments and by the Canadian Youth members
who were travelling with us.
The local people watched reverently and listened while the band and the
pipers played "Ama'zing Grace" and other select,ions after Last Post and Reveille had been sounded, I stood in silence at the graveside of Major Bill
Bury and saluted our comrades on behalf of all Canadians. I recalled the fury
of the; ding dong battle for Leonforte, the assault for Agira and the mule
train battle for the Salso River Valley while I stood in the midst of our
fallen comrades. We passed, now as veterans, through the site and read the
names of many of the members of our Regiment, many of them I remembered by
name and by sight. At the going down of the sun we remembered them with pride
and with sorrow.
Over roller coaster roads hindered at one point by flocks of sheep and
goats we drove to Catania for an overnight stop and a visit to a small cemetery there.
Returning to Naples by overnight ferry, we set off for Ortona where our
Regiment had engaged in the longest and most fierce ba.ttle of the campaign.
Sitting on a hilltop, this seaside town overlooking the Adriatic Sea was a
veritable fortress. There were houses of stone, underground tunnels one of
which had a complete railroad and a railroad equipped mobile gun. There was
the Herman Goering Regiment with their Panzer tanks all freshly furnished
with highly trained troops, troops well entrenched in splendid defensive positions. The Associated Press called it a mini Stalingrad. It took one month
of steady fighting, including right through Christmas, 1943, to subdue that
enemy stronghold. It was, however, at great cost to the Canadians, especially
the lives of members of our Loyal Edmontons. I recalled George Campion filling his pockets with smoke grenades to enable him to clear a street., Charlie

Rattray, with a little help, cleaning out a German stronghold. Bill Longhurst setting a new pattern in street fighting with his 'mouseholing' technique through an upper room of a house, to fight down instead of up.
As I saluted to honour the memory of those I had laid to rest at the
Or'tona Cemetery there were names of Lieuts GoUingham, McLellan, Pybus and
Bunny Allan, Privates Gutrath, Holder, Mujckle.stone, Golinowski, McPherson,
Cpl Channel, CSM Larry Paquette. Only a few of the many who lie silently at
peace amid the grape vines overlooking the Adriatic Sea. There was for' a
time so much suffering and strife.
The town of Ortona -is a robust and busy marketplace noi.^ and seems to have
become a tourist centre. They have recovered from the great destruction which
took place the:re during the war where its principal church was blown apart.
Where we lost twenty three of our members when a house was completely destroyed by an enemy bomb.
In April, 1944, our troops left the winter line which was held above Ortona to go to the Monte Cassino area for fc.he impending struggle at the Hitler
Line.
Since we had visited that area on our first day of this pilgrimage we now
proceeded north from Ortona to the area of the; Gothic Line which had been
taken later on in 1944. We visited now the cemeteries at Ancona, Gradara, Cesena, Coriana Ridge and Montecchio. The many battles at the; Gothic Line in
which our Loyal Eddies were engaged came to mind. Monteciccardo, Rimini Ridge,
the' crossings of the rivers in flood at the Piscia.te.llo, Savio, Senio and
Lamone Rivers. Tiny streams of wate'r that became raging torrents in only a
matter of minutes from the hogs back hills and deep gullies that trapped our
men without food or supplies sometimes for days- Nature with water and mud
seemed to conspire to aid the enemy although it wa.s only normal winter conditions.
Onc'.e again I stood in solemn silence beside the: grave of a warm personal
friend in Bill Longhurst. There were others resting there as well, "Gibby"
Blair, W.G.Roxburgh, G.Brault, H.Hansen, R.Pavely, J.Boyerchuk, R.MacMillan,
Jack Belden and F.Swanky, to name only a few of the many. I am sure that
these names will bring back memories to many of you who were there with us@
Two well known veterans of the Sicily and Italy campaigns were with us
on this trip in the persons of MGens Bert Hoffmeister and J.Desmond Smith.
As you will read elsewhere they gave us their assesraent of the struggles in
addresses at the Rimini and the Ravenna cemeteries. You will perhaps recall.
that MGen Hoffmeister commanded the Seaforths of our Brigade at one; time before going on to command the Fifth Brigade. He took a brigade that had been
savaged, as "green" troops by the experienced Herman Goering Regiment and
transformed them into a fj.ghting force that broke through the Gothic Line in
a surprise attack that destroyed the German resistance in that area.
MGen Smith mentioned that the 1st Cdn Infantry Div had spent the longest period of time in the line of any of the trc.ops in the famous 8th Army
and combined with the Greeks and the Ghurkas to open the way to the river
plains and relieve the cities of Rimini and Ravenna. Both these cities had
suffered great damage whilst being used as supply cities by the enemy.
The; visits tc Rimini and. Ravenna, now two great tourist centres on the
sea coast, was a joyous experience of thanksgiving on the part of the; community. The town of Ravenna named a street Vi.a Canadesio Alien Lawrence MP,
who was in charge of our group at the time, received the gift on behalf of

the; citizens of Canada honouring the part our troops had taken in achieving
the liberation of the city.
Then the two bands, part of our group, gave a fine display of marching
and music in the city square before a huge sign, probably some 30 feet high,
displaying the years 1945 to 1985. Our veterans mingled with the crowd assembled before proceeding to a civic reception in the city hall.
On the day following we jc.urneyed through the rugged Appenine mountains
over which we had marched those many years ago. Our next stop was a visit to
the fine; old city of Florence. When we were first there we were ready to give
battle when the orders were countermanded to spare the city from any damage..
We left. behind some casualties from enemy action while we had waited for
those orders. I shall never forget talking to a Capt Stephens and his driver
at the entrance to a school in the city. Some fifteen minutes later we had to
gather together their remains following the explosion of a very large bomb
which decimated their jeep and them in a split second,
So we came to the end of our pilgrimage. On Sunday, May 19, the main
party left for home. I stayed on in Rome for a few days for a bit of study as
well as being able to attend a public audience for the Pope. Following the
liberation in 1945 I had been part of a Canadian group who had been able to
attend a private audience with Pope Pius XII. He expressed his thanks on behalf of the Vatican for the part the Canadians had played in the liberation
of Italy from an "iron heel",
For many years now I have expressed the hope that I would like to be able
to return to Sicily and Italy to retrace some of the many miles that I had
covered during the war years WQ spen-u there. This I have now done and I have
no regrets. Now being into my "eighties", it was indeed a privilege for me
to have been chosen by the Chaplain Corps as their representative. I felt that
I was there also, along with Ed Boyd, as a representative for the Loyal Eddies
with whom I had spent so much time in this field of battle.
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FOUR V/fclRg> Jog 3^a@@@@@@@-25The story of Harry Bowzailo, M 1$866, 49th Bn The Loyal Sdmonton Regiment, CASF, is not just your ordinary tale. In his lifetime Harry was involved in three major official wars and one unofficial affair and has now
been retired for some twenty years and able to tell about it all.
He fought for Canada and her Allies in World War II and fought against
them in World War I.
Harry was bom in Austria of Austrian parents in an area which is now
known as the Western Ukraine. He was born in 1901 in the days of the "old"
Austria Hungarian Empire. At the young age of five his mother passed away
and shortly after Harry's father left for green fields, Canada, to try his
luck at a better life. Harry, three brothers and two sisters were left behind with relatives which meant a split-up of the family. So, therefore,
Harry went to live with an uncle who had no family of his own and thus he
was treated as a son in the family.
This didn't last too long. War was declared in 1914 between Austria and
Russia, Harry's uncle was called up to do service with the Austrian Army
and soon thereafter he was killed in action.
Harry's older brother was called up and since Harry would have been the
only one left he went with his brother to volunteer. The brother wasn't
able to pass the necessary exams for enlistment - young Harry did and so at
a very young age he now became a soldier in the Austrian Army.
Following a short period of training in Slovakia, Harry was sent as a
member of the Austrian Army to the Russian front. Having served there for a
short period of time he was sent to the Western front to become a part of
WW I and to reinforce the German Army. Harry doesn't remember the places
where he took part in the action but does recall that all the action he took
part in was against the French Army positions.
Towards the end of WW I the retreat of the German Army was almost a continual move. Everything was in a state of confusion for them and disorganization was the thing. Each of their units was pretty much on its own in
their endeavour to keep ahead of the advancing allied armies. Harry remembers this long trek back to the Austrian border fairly well.
They were a defeated group of men, hungry as well as filthy dirty since
they were unable at any time to stop and gather themselves together as units.
At one farm home, German, Harry recalls that the lady there took pity on
him and a companion. She took them in with open arms, cleaned them up and
fed them as well as she could. She had lost her only son in the war and was
anxious for the two of them to remain there on the farm.
When Harry's unit reached the Austrian border they split up and from
then on each soldier was on his own. Harry made his way to his birthplace
and to his dismay found that he had returned to not a peaceful town but
another war was taking place, a very confusing war.
The Russians were in the throes of their own revolution and taking advantage of the situation the Ukrainians were attempting to achieve their own independence and in turn take over the area then known as Galicia.
However, it seems that the Polish had the same thoughts for themselves
and so the fight was on. Supplies of all sorts were very short and so the
first thing that happened to any of the returning soldiers was to have all of
their army gear, greatcoats, rifles, etc. taken away from them. This action
angered Harry so he left and went to live with his two sisters in another
area of the country.
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One of his sisters was now married to a government official and he advised Harry to report to the army for possible further action. This Harry
did and he was then placed on "hold" until such time as he might be needed
for service in the Ukranian Liberation Army.
A close neighbor of his sister, a Polish woman, had a minor problem. Her
son had been arrested, he was of the Polish nationality but wasn't about to
serve his time in the army. Harry went to the Commander of the Army in the
district, claimed that this Pole was his brother and was unfit for service.
They let him go.
Finally it came time for Harry and he was called up for service. His first
assignment was to escort two prisoners, army deserters, to another nearby
town. Arriving in the town with his prisoners Harry found the place empty,
deserted by the townspeople apparently. Worse yet, a Polish force(the eneny),
was deemed to be approaching. Harry and the two prisoners parted company immediately and took off through the countryside.
Not long after Harry came to a farm house where the farmer having heard
his story gave him a change to civilian clothes, supplied him with a cane
and told him to hobble around as though he were a cripple. Sure enough, a
Polish army patrol came along and the first thing they asked was if there
had been any Ukranians pass this way. The farmer's reply was of course, "No,
there is just me and my crippled son here." This story satisfied the Poles
and they went on their way.
Harry left the farm shortly thereafter so as to not get the owner into
anymore trouble. So he headed back to where his sister lived and when he
eventually got there it was to find that by now Polish forces had occupied
the village. Before too long Harry was placed under arrest and brought before
the Commandant of the occupation force. So who was assisting the Commandant?
None other than the Polish son who Harry had not too long before rescued from
the Ukranians.
Having heard Harry's story of the last few months. Harry was not only
given his release, he was given a job on the railway. He was now an assistant
engineer. From then on things proceeded quite smoothly for this young veteran and the Polish remained in occupation. The year was now around 1919.
News came from Canada and it was from Harry's father. He wrote to some
of his relatives to let them know that he was now farming and had acquired a
piece of land in this new country. He also mentioned that he was doing very
well and would now like it if his two sons. Harry and his brother Bill, would
join him and help operate the farm. He sent along money to pay their fare.
So in 1921 Harry and his brother left to go to Canada and a new life on
a farm in the Athabasca district. They arrived during harvest time and so
were able to go to work right away.
Since arriving in Canada, Harry's father had remarried and he had married
a widow with several children of her own so the situation was not that good.
Feeling like an outsider. Harry, after a short stay on the farm, struck out
on his own.
Harry came to Edmonton, at that time the most likely place to find a job.
He found some work on the railway and later in the local coal mines but eventually he went back to farming and got a piece of homestead land in the
Athabasca area. Here he also got work as a district weed inspector.
At about this time the Spanish Civil War came about and Harry joined the
McKenzie Papineau Battalion, formed in Canada, and went off to Spain to help
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a cause. Why did he go? Harry now says, "Don't ask me, I don't know. I was
younger then and had ideas of my own I guess."
So, he took part in the fighting in Spain, was taken prisoner and while
a prisoner was beaten and starved. Many times he was questioned along with a
fellow prisoner who hailed from Saskatchewan. Harry gave them a story of
poverty as his reason for "joining up". His comrade gave no answer at all
and was immediately executed.
The newspaper in Athabasca carried the story that Harry had been executed, this being the news that Harry's father had received.
However, Harry survived the war. He was before long repatriated to Canada via England. The Athabasca newspaper reported in a headline, "Harry Bowzailo very much alive - returns from Spain."
And following his return to Canada it would seem that Harry had by now
had enough of this type of "adventure". It was not to be though since this
was now 1939. The dark clouds of a major war were gathering over Europe and
Canada was being involved.
The Edmonton Regiment was being mobilized in 1939 and once again Harry
became involved. He enlisted in Edmonton in September, 1939, and went overseas to England with the Regiment.
During one of the many manouevers which the Regiment was involved in
Harry was injured. Before long he recovered from this, returned to the Regiment and moved with it to the Mediterranean area for their involvement in
the invasion of Sicily and the ensuing Italian campaign. He was a member of
the Bren Gun Carrier Platoon.
Malaria was one of the many sicknesses that was being caught by members
of the Regiment and Harry did not miss out on this. Having got malaria he
was hospitalized in North Africa for a period of time, then was returned to
England for a period of convalescence. Following his full recovery he was
attached to an RCOC unit and from then until the end of the war he was occupied looking after surplus equipment.
Holidaying on his annual leave in Manchester, England, in 1945, Harry
met up with Helen and before long they were married.
Helen's mother and dad had in their own time had problems of their own.
In 1898, her father was an officer in the Russian Imperial Army and was
stationed on the Lithunian border. Here he met Helen's mother and so when
her father's compulsory service time was up, they left the country and
proceeded to England, this was in 1900. During W h' I her father served with
the Royal Engineers as a Private for the period 1916 to 1918.
Harry and Helen came back to Edmonton following the W II and have remained here ever since. Harry retired from working with the Department of
National Defense, Griesbach Barracks, in 1966. Since then he has been content with looking after his home and garden. Harry, now 84, conies out to
the occasional gathering our Association holds. Mostly, though, he is now
quite happy to live with his memories.

Jim Foote

JUST THINK - Each printed page in our Fortyniner magazine contains in the
neighborhood of 600 words.
If each member of our Association, B.C. and Edmonton, wrote only 200
words(unadulterated) of his Army memories and sent it in, we would
have enough material to last three or four years.

ED 'A ON TON ASSOCIATION PICNIC
GA.4E_HflRRIS - August_10Aj._lQ85Your Edmonton Association Executive decided in late 1984 that 1985 would
be a good year for a "big picnic". It would be the year of our Regiment's
i 70th birthday and also the 40th anniversary of the end of WW II. It was decided to celebrate with all the vim, vigor and enthusiasm ths-t we were still
capable of generating. If we were to wait for the more traditional 75th anniversary the vim would perhaps be less and our numbers a lot fewer.
Two day picnics are not arranged without some problems. We hoped, of
course, that the fewer problems we had the better. It was only two years ae-o
that we arranged for a similar gathering so we did have some experience,
The decision having been made, our executive went to work on the planning.
Chairmen were appointed and we approached the City of Edmonton for their involvement as well as some financia.1 assistance if needed. We received great
cooperation from the Mayor and Council and they arranged for staff to work
with us which made it possible to stage the ceremonial portion of the weekend
with a great deal of class.
Our main purpose was to have a picnic tl-'at would provide an opportunity
for us to meet, socialize and reminisce and to greet fellow 49ers not seen"for
many years,. We also had a second goal and that was to parade once more as a
unit and to remember our departed comrades and to do so in a credible manner.
To this end we were fortunate in having Lieut Gov Helen Hunley, a veteran of
WW II, agree to take the salute at a march past as well as lay a wreath at the
Cenotaph.
As the date for the picnic approached many last minute meetings were held
and everything began to fall into place. Weather reports for the weekend were
all positive. There was some talk of a chance of rain for Saturday with good
weather on Sunday. As it turned out Saturday's weather was as good as we could
ever hope for, a sunny day all the day and not too warm. On Sunday it sprinkled
for a couple of hours following our parade but as it turned out it wasn't enough to halt any of our celebrations.
Members with their RVs began to gather at Camp Harris on Friday evening
and along with those of our Militia Unit and some committee members there
was great work being done in raising the necessary tents, placing chairs, etc.
There was a pretty good get-together of the Association already.
In 1983, at our last picnic held on these grounds, some RV members at the
camp had. mentioned they had heard the howl of a coyote during the evenings.
It was explained to them that this was perhaps the "ghost of Lestock" who had
probably come to the district for the weekend. There was some talk of whether
"arrangements" had been made for a similar attendance this time. There was
some mumbling, noone would commit themselves to making a definite answer and
so the question went unanswered.
A $5.00 per person "registration" fee covered the main meals for the two
days. There was a ten ounce T-bone steak and trimmings on Saturday, catering
courtesy of the Army and on Sunday nothing less than chicken with the service
being provided by a private firm. Really a bargain price;
We were able to borrow a van from the Montgomery Legion and with Marcel
Tettamente as van driver our transportation proble.'n.s were solved.
On Saturday it wasn't long before, we had close to 250 bodies on hand waiting to dig into the steaks. This was supposed to happen at 1500 hours. A sraall
problem of no plates or eating utensils occured so the eating was delayed
while parties hurried to the nearest store for this necessary equipment. There
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was a delay of perhaps an hour before Jack Childs was able to sound out the
"come bo the cookhouse" on his bugle. There were no serious complaints. Someone also forgot .to put out the pickles and the olives purchased for the occasion but this was only a minor item,, Despite it all, it was indeed a good
meal. The intention was to have music and also a showing of some slides Ed
Bcyd had taken while on his "Sicily and Italy Pilgrimage" in May. We "forgot'^
to give that portion any advance publicity and so by the time that part of the
evening had come around most everyone had had ?. "full day" and so had depar-tec.
to rest up for the Sunday arrangements.
So, the evening closed down early, except for those who had their RVs "on
site". Some of fcherr listened to the "ghost of Le&tock".
On Sunday close to 100 members formed up in front of the Montgomery Lsgiorto take part in our ceremonial march to the Cenotaph for- a wreath laying ceremony. Wally McVee got everybody lined up for the short march and Col Jim Stone
took over from then on. The Edmonton City Pc.lice Pipe Band supplied us wi-th
t.he' marching music and although it was a trifle slow for we 49ers, noone seer-sd
to be missing; any steps or got off on the wrong foot,
Having brought his bugle with him from the. West Coast, Jack Childs played
the Last Post and Reveille and a piper from the Police Band played the Lament.
We were honored in having Lt Gov Helen Hunley attend our parade, to have
her lay a wreath, at the Cenotaph and .to take the salute at the March Past
following the wreath laying ceremonies.,
Julian Kiniski, City Alderman;, represented the city at the ceremonies welcoming all the veterans on the occasion of the 70th birthday of our Regiment
and on the occasion of the 40th year since the end of W II.
When the parade had returned to the Montgomery Legion all members were
presented with a scroll in honor of the occasion. It was from the City of Edmonton and was pres.en-t.ed by Mr. Kiniski. Lt Gov Helen Hunley was also presented
to each of the members who had taken part in the parade.
At a small reception in the Legion and follov.ri.ng trie parade, each W I
veteran present was presented with a suitably inscribed gold. pen from the City.
Similar pens were also forwarded to all W.W.I members of our Association.
There was a small rain shower following the Cenotaph ceremonies which no
doabt deterred a few members from returning to Camp Harris for the. remainder
of the day. The rain didn't last long and some 225 were on hand for a "chicken
plus all the fixins" meal.
And following the meal Doris and Jack Childs favored us with dance and
singing music and "WoD." Smith offered up some of his many stories, much appreciated by those wno stayed to listen.
So another Edmonfcon Picnic came to an end and what a two days it was. We
hops that everyone, had themselves a fine time. The committee was pleased to
have so many attend and amongst them those who had come for the first time or
had not been here for these many years. Above all there was the same great
spirit that has endured for these 70 years.
All the committees worked well to make the days a success. Special mention should be made to the bar committee under Harvey Farrell. It was a 100^
operation and ran on a "break-even" basis. No small task obtaining all the
different licenses, getting the bottled product and everything that went withit, ice, mix, tickets, storage, and above all good help. Then trying to keep
everyone happy while the bar was in operation.
Then there were those from the Coast who wrote in their intention of
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attending the picnic and they pleaded with us, "Please, no mosquitos". So,
we arranged to have no mosquitos and there were none. There were a few other
insects turned up, little yellow and black ones, wasps. There weren't many
of them, only enough to be a nuisance. It was almost as tho' the "Wet Coasters" had said, "Get rid of the mosquitos, we're bringing our own pests." It
is a well-known fact that anytime you attend an outside event on the Island
during the summer months that wasps outnumber the guests by manyfoldl
One former member of the LERs, Hughie Wigston, a driver from Support Coy,
having come to one of our "gatherings" for the first time, had hesitated in
coming since he thought perhaps there wouldn't be anyone there that would remember him. He found all kinds of "old comrades". We failed to get Hughie's
present address and we also missed getting him to forward Association dues.
He spends his time, along with his wife, visiting with a son on an acreage
on the west side of Edmonton and then they journey to England for the winter.
There were many others who attended for the first time or after some
years of absence: Harry Hornback, living in Edmonton; Ed Beaudry, Tofield;
Ernie Black, Vernon, B.C.; Shierlaw Burry, Fallis, Alberta, who we see only
every two years at the Camp Harris picnics; Joe Chenger, Lethbridge, Ken
Coupland, Golden, B.C.; and a former 0/C of our unit in Italy, R.C.Coleman,
Brig(ret), who journeyed here from Montreal and stopped long enough to be
able to participate in the Sunday parade and hold conversations with many of
our Regiment who well remembered him; Joe Dusseault, who made his home "up
north" for these many years and now retired in St.Albert, Alberta; Elmer Devore, a resident of Dawson Creek, first time in attendance for many years;
Cliff Gates, Edmonton, who attended our last Edmonton January Banquet, the
first time at a picnic; Les Herman, long time "A" Company, and who hasn't
been to see us since around 1973, now living in Vernon, B.C.; Joe Kumka, who
you will remember as one of our QMs, living in Winnipeg all these years and
finally getting here; Art Phillips, Red Deer, first time for many years;
Norman Parks, Edmonton, another first timer.
We were very pleased that the "old warrior" himself, Jim Stone, was able
at the last minute to find a way to get here from Victoria and bring us "all
the best" from the B.C.Association. Also from Victoria, and WW I veterans,
Dave Petrie and Dave Barbour.
Then there was Jack Sharkey, Nanaimo, B.C. and bringing with him his new
bride, Kay.
From the Mewburn Vets' Home, Edmonton, Stan Blomberg, "Jock" Scott, George
Ross(since moved from Mewburn and we don't have his new address), Metro Toma,
Ed Schenning and Joe Sutler.
Other WW I veterans and from Edmonton were Charlie Blakely and Vie Mew,
Out-of-town members; Bob Adair, Spruce Grove; Mike Antonio, Sam Atkinson,
Bill Purves and Walter Wills, Hythe; Tom Belford, Ernie White, Grande Prairie;
Pat Ireland and Joe Turions, High Prairie; Al Baker, Gibbons; James Burndred,
Barry Ferguson, H. Peters, Frank Petley, Adolph Schaffler, all of Calgary;
Nick Dizak, Vilna; Jimmy Duncan, Clairmont; Ivan Feldberg, Evansburg; Sid
James, Killam; Bob Jardine, Ardrossan; Sam Lenko, now of Busby, Alberta; W.
Lupkoski, Lethbridge; F. Leach, Edson; Merv "Pop" Morgan and family, Rochester;
Sandy McLaren, Sherwood Park; Angus McCrimmon, Priddis, AB; Frank Pasula, Camrose; Gus Schamehorn, Notikewin, Alberta; Bill Smith and "Springy" Springsteel, from their summer homes near Thorsby; Barney Weir, Two Hills; Colin
Wismer, Mirror; Jake Goertzen, Valhalla Centre; and also from Sherwood Park,
Buck Getschel and John Alden.

Edmonton Pi cnic
In addition to those previously mentioned as being in attendance from our
g
neighbor province to the West, these also were here; Bill Burkholder, Surrey, f,
from Victoria, Jack Ghilds and Percy Darlington; W.Dunbar, Courtenay; E. G. H
Edey, Kelowna; Norm Dack and Tony Stark, Enderby; Ray Lewis, Trail; W.Smith, |
Huston; Bill Silvester, Nelson, and Jean Rendall, Duncan.
|
And from Edmonton; Chris At kin; "Pinky" Beaton; Marshal Baydala; Alex
Bolinski; Howard Bone; Jim Botsford; Leo Coty; Rollie Castagner; Stan Chett- |
leborough; Ed Clausen; Paul Cote; Ralph Craven; Bill Craig; H.Gunningham; Ted |

g

Dombrosk-i; Steve Drew; Roger Dupuis; "Gig" Field; Harvey Farrell; Jim Foote; |
C. Garvie; Dave Gaulter; Rev Warren Hall who participated in the ceremonies at |
the Cenotaph; George Henderson; Bob Hidson; Stan Jones; Sid Jones; Mike Krew- J
usik; Steve Kmiech; Mark McKain; Ron LeBas; Leo LaMarche; Bill Moody; Ed Morris^
Owen Moses; Hugh McKay; Hugh McCulloch; Wally McVee; Gord McVee; Lloyd Mitchel;I
Barney Olson; John MacLean; Bill Parry; Ed Robbins; Sgt Matson; "Pete" St. j
Pierre; Bill Shaw; Dan Smith; J. Squarok; L. Stewart; Roy Stauffer; Ed Tannous; I
Marcel Tettamente; Doug Turner; Pete Turner; Jim Wilson; Maurice White; V.West@|
acott.

i
There were some who had planned on coming but at the last minute changed j
their minds: Jack Birmingham, Ron Bowen, now of Edmonton, took part in our Sun~|
day parade but couldn't get to the picnic; Joe Decoine, had a date in a local j
hospital for a knee operation; "Tiny" English; Sid Fry, Victoria; Fred Gasch- |
nitz says he "forgot all about it"; "Robbie" Robertson and also Jack McCulloch |
made the grounds for a short while on Sunday,
|
We were very pleased and excited when Al Gantin, WW I, phoned from his homeJ
in California to say that he and his wife, Frankie, were making all arrangements to come. It was,there fore, a very sad moment when we learned that they
had to cancel all their plans due to the sudden passing of Frankie.
Former Commanding Officers of the WW II period and following the War who
were able to attend; Gordon Armstrong, Edmonton; Ed Boyd, Edmonton; C.Marshall,i|
present Commanding Officer of our Militia Unit; Wally Ross and Keith Wakefield;|
Edmonton; and previously mentioned Jim Stone and Rowand Coleman.
J
It is interesting to note (and you can believe it or not) that the morning I
following our picnic weekend, Monday morning, one of the local radio announcers|
came to work along the Yellowhead highway, in the city limits, and from his |
acreage west of Edmonton., It was about four in the morning and lo and behold J
there was a coyote crossing the road in front of his car and heading out of

|

town. He couldn't believe ill Well, it wasn't too long thereafter that some- |
one had phoned him up and gave him an explanation. It was told to him that the
coyote made up part of the 49ers badge and was part of their tradition. Since
a gathering was being held the past weekend, special arrangements had been
made to bring this "ghost of Lestock" in to help celebrate the 70th birthday
of the Regiment. It was also further explained that there was "no money left
over after the "heavy" weekend and so we had. to send Lestock back on his ownhoofing it, as fast as his four feet could take him. When the announcer saw
him he was on his way home to Saskatchewan to rest up for the next. time. We
trust that he made it home safely. The radio announcer seemed to believe the
story.
We wish to thank our Militia Regiment for all. their great help, it would
have been impossible to have held the picnic without them. To the City of
Edmonton for their coc'peration. To Joe Feldman and the South Side Army & Navy
Store for the raffle prizes. To all our members, wives and friends for your
attendance.

Jim Foote - Barney Ols

C. BRANCH ANNUAL P I G M I G
August, 1985
The first Sunday in August is recognized as the day of our annual picnic
and this year for our llth (or was it the 12th) annual reunion once again it
took place in Esquimault's Saxe Point Park by the sea.
Across the Straits of Juan de Fuca, Washington's snow-capped Olympic
mountains made a brilliant backdrop between the blue of the sky and the blue
of the sea. A cool off-shore breeze made the bright sunshine pleasantly warm..
The Victoria work crew, under the expert guidance of Jack Childs, and including those perrenial stalwarts Art Bird, Ken McKenzie and our Edmonton District representative, Al Baker, turned up early in the morning to decorate the
park and also to assist the 3 PPGLI work crew to set up marquees and tables.
By the time 1300 hours came around the bar was open for the first of our
many arrivals and the picnic was under way.
We were delighted to have the two WW I "Daves" - Barbour and Petrie- and
G.B."Peter" Key with us and in excellent form. Len Dawes, nursing a last minute 'flu bug, had to cancel out but he was ably represented by Mrs. Dawes and
members of his family.
George Kitching, accompanied by his charming wife, was our inspecting officer and carried out his duties with a smiling informality perfectly adapted
to our loss of parade ground snap and vigour. After all, most of us haven't
"sloped a hipe" for some forty years.
His Honour and Mrs. "Budge" Bell-Irving joined us informally this year
bringing with them Mrs. Biytha Pearkes, wife of the. former Maj Gen G.Pearkes.
It was a great pleasure to see and to speak to Mrs. Pearkes and. we hope that
it will be one of her many picnics with us.
At 1400 hours our M.C., Bob Dudley, led off with his opening remarks.
Padre Joe Cardy then invoked blessings on the occasion and. we remembered our
many departed comrades, particularly from our Branch, Art Yells and Floyd
Gouchee. Jack Childs blew Last Post and Reveille and Angus Grant played the
Lament on his 'pipes'. As has become customary, our Regiment's Battle Honours were recited and the "Old Guard" was inspected. Jack and Doris Childs,
trumpet and accordian, played the "Boys of the Old Brigade" with all members
present roaring out the words - an affecting bit of musical ceremony.
Bill Remple gave his "President's remarks", welcoming those in attendance from distant parts ~ Herman Erickson from Camrose, AB; Barry Ferguson,
C&lgary; Stan and Mrs. Chettleborough, Edmonton; Al Baker, Gibbons, AB. There
was a special thanks to those who had done a "little extra" for our Association. Among those was Archie McCallum who has presented a Dogwood tree to
Expo 86 (see you there next yearl) on behalf of our Association. There was
also thanks to those who had mailed in generous contributions and a best of
wishes to them.
Particular gratitude was expressed to the PPCLI and to the Parks Branch
of Esquimault for making the equipment and the space available for this our
annual gathering.
Jim Stone, recently retired Secty Treas and newly elected Honorary President of the Association, and Mrs. Carry Browne, widow of our Past President,
Oven Browne, were both very much with us at our very pleasant get-together.
Following a short programme, the piping of Bonnie Dundee and the cutting of a birthday cake, 70th, took place. The cake was fittingly decorated
with our Regimental Badges and a small map of Holland - is it really forty
years since we were there? The cake-cutting ceremony was performed by
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Mrs, Trevor Jones with great Elan.
Promptly at 1530 hours Jack Childs blew "Cookhouse" and we all greatly
enjoyed the feast of barbecued salmon and trimmings along with "vino bianco",
a product of our B.C. vineyards and rather better than the original.
By 1700 hours we had done away with great quantities of salmon, renewed
old friendships and made several new ones amongst the families and friends
of old comrades. There were plans made for future meetings.
The shadows were slanting longer across our pleasantly treed picnic park
as we finished our wi.ne and we began to move back, reluctantly, to the worlds
we had started building forty years ago on the enduring achievements of this
splendid brotherhood of 49ers.
We'll see you next year, same time, same place, at our annual salmon
barbecue and reunion.
Keith MacGregor
RETURN TO HOLLAND May, 1985
I had the privilege and good fortune to be able to attend the "We Do Remember" trip to Holland held in May, '85, to recognize the 40th year of the
cessation of hostilities, WW II. It was similar in its purpose to the trip
made to Sicily and Italy by our Regimental representative, Ed Boyd. One difference ws.s you paid your own way but you were billeted in a private home .
There were some three thousand Canadian, veterans and the parade which
took place in Appeldoorn turned out over 200,000 Dutch people to give us an
unbelievable welcome.
I tried to locate the final resting place of the men from our Unit who
had been killed and buried in Holland but found they were not in the Grosbeck
Cemetery. The Canadian War Graves advisors said they would probably be in
Bergen or Halten. I was interested in taking pictures of some of the graves
but time did net permit us to visit those cemeteries.
Maj Gen George Kitching was with the official party he having at the end
of WW II been a member of the party present in May, 1945, at the capitulation
of the German troops in Wageningen.
Gen Kitching, as the highest ranking officer present at the official ceremonies, presented a pl.aque to the elementary school in Achterveld in commemoration of where in May, 1945, the first days of the meeting began concerning
the uncondiitiona.1 surrender of the German troops in Holland. Gen George was
also received by the Dutch Royal family in honor of the occasion.
And in the; words of Gen Kitchingj "It was a marvellous experience for our
Canadian Troops to be welcomed by the people of Holland, as they were following their- arrival from the heavy battles of Sicily and Italy.
"What comes to my mind. the most was the meeting with the German Supreme
Commander in Holland, General Blaskowitz, who had maintained that the German
concentration camps were Russian propaganda. After I had one of his representatives proceed to Bergen-Belzen Camp, take pictures there and bring them back,
the General was reduced to tears. He had not thought the Germans were capable
of such atrocities."
To me this was the; most marvellous kind of a trip one could ever take.
The kindness and generosities of the Dutch people towards all the veterans who
had made this return trip to visit with them can never be forgotten.
Percy Darlington

WHERE IS MY WANDERING BOY?
AMP OTHER SHORT STORIES

GORDON ALLAN - Olds, AB - Sorry I couldn't get to your January banquet this
past winter. Got too cold for my blood. I attended several years ago when
I was still living in Olds, but haven't been able to make it since. I must
have been a member now for at least 40 years. Is there such a thing as a
40 year pin? (So far - no 40 years pins. Editor)
BSRMIE BAKER, Winfield, BC - sent us information on the passing of Floyd
Gouchee, brother-in-law to Bemie. "Vernita, my wife, and I have resided
in this area of B.C. ever since the end of WW II but unfortunately the last
few years Vernita has been having a number of problems healthwise following a severe stroke. Now in my 81st year, I manage to visit with her every
day while she is in hospital some 50 miles distant. I am hoping that she
will soon be able to be moved to a seniors home near here -where I may be
able to join her."
ART PHILLIPS, Red Deer, AB - I doubt that I will be at the reunion in January
but maybe I can make it up there this summer for your big picnic. Having
just passed my 75th birthday and being a great grandfather, I find only
the spirit is willing and the flesh is getting a bit weak. I don't do
much travelling during the cold weather anymore, just too-o-o cold.
(Art, with his wife, did manage to make our summer picnic in Edmonton)
DAVE BOYER, Calgary - Sorry I can't make your banquet in January this time
around. My wife is in hospital having had surgery so I'll stay around for
the time being. Rest assured that I'm thinking of you all and may you
have a successful night. Perhaps next year. I'll be retired then and will
have more time in which to get around.
ART COLBECK, Calgary - Enclosed my dues plus a little bit more to be used
where needed. Due to health problems I wont be able to make the January
reunion. I'll try and attend a reunion this summer if you have one. We
spent two and a half months in Britain in 1984 but we wont be going there
this year.
AL BAKER, Gibbons, AB - when I was at the summer picnic in Grande Prairie, in
1984, there was an argument as to what year the Loyal Eddie Association
and the Pats Association held a joint reunion. So I'm sending you my copy
of the reunion program showing that it took place at the Ortona Armoury
and Camp Harris in September, 1973. Al also sent a list of 49ers who over
the years have been buried in the Medicine Hat Cemetery: Joseph Leonard,
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Al Baker, contd - Sept, 1955's Arthur Meier, Nov 1959; Reil Demaris, Apr 1965;g
Ron Bell, July 1981; James Merchant, June 1982; Arthur Demaris, July, ^j
1984; Cave Sterling, Aug. 1984; and we believe the list should also in- Ij
elude Frank Cooney, about 1952.j

JOE BA3ARAB, High Prairie, AB ~ I don't get out very much so can't really
it to any of the 'do's'. Bronchitis keeps holding me back. I'm hoping ev-ft
eryone else is getting along fine and maybe I'll see you one of these
STAN B^TH, Wainwright - just got out of hospital in June following an oper-||
ation. I'm not feeling too badly at the moment so, after a little R and R,1||
I'll probably make it to one of our reunions again.||
WALLY LUPKOSKI, Lethbridge - M 15589 - "Well, here's another one that has!J
crawled out of the woodwork. Through a few long distance phone calls I11
managed to locate Sandy McLaren whom I last saw in Ortona, Italy, during11
the war. Sandy mailed me several Fortyniners and so now I mail you my11
dues for 1985. I left the Eddies in England in 1941 or 42 and went on aj|
D/R course and from there I was posted to the 1st Cdn Annrd Bde serving11
as a dispatch rider until going home on leave from Belgium in 194$. Hope||
to see you all at the next reunion. (Wally made our Edmonton Summer Picnic)! I
GORDON ANDERSON, Hanna, AB - Please find enclosed my dues for 1985. I'mJJ
pleased that you found my name in one of the Legion magazines and sent an11
application form for membership to me. I was discharged from the Army in11
1947 but since then have spent most of my time in the oil fields and onl|
the move all the time.! |
BILL FORST3R, Peace River - Bill attended the last picnic that was held in||
Grande Prairie in 1984. Formerly a CSM of Support Company, we're now|j
pleased to have him a member of our Association.H
GEOFF HARRIS, Waterloo, Ont. - I joined the L Edmn R in Eastbourne, Eng. in|
November, 1942, as a Lieutenant in G Company with Bill Cromb and remain-j|
ed with the same platoon in Sicily. I was wounded just before Leonfortej
and evacuated to Africa. Before long I rejoined the Regiment, A Company||
under Pat Tighe, in Italy. For a brief period, at Campobasso, I was with|
C Company, then I became the Adjutant of the Regiment.j|
I went through the Ortona battle with the Regiment as the Adjutant, then||
returned to England in April, 1944, and was subsequently sent along to||
^3 Cdn Div as "experienced under shell fire and combat". However, mal-SJ
aria caught up to me and I was hospitalized for some weeks followed by11
a rest period. Brig Jim Jefferson caught up to me following my rehab.(
and so I went to the 10th Bde HQ. as Staff Captain. Then back to Canadag
to a Staff College to prepare for a possible trip to Japan@ That's about|@
it - my Array life.J
Since then I have spent some 30 years in Waterloo, Ontario, in the in-'|j
surance business. I've been to Edmonton a number of times since the warj
visiting with relatives. I wont be able to arrange any time in Sdjaontonj
this summer for your picnic but hope to "catch up" to you before too||
long.g
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I "PIP" MUIRHEAD, Victoria, BC - along with his wife, Effie, celebrated 66
I
years of happy marriage on June 17, 1985. "Pip" and Effie were married
i
in Edmonton in 1919, lived there until 1942 and then moved to the warmer
j
climate of B.C. They are blessed with four grandchildren, 10 great grandj
children and four great-great-children. We all pass along our best wishes
| i to "Pip" and Effie, may they have many more anniversaries.

j STANLEY BLOMBERG, Mewburn Vets' Home, Edmonton - on the occasion of the visit
of the Queen Mother to Edmonton in July, Stan, now 81, thinks his wife
used to work in Buckingham Palace and was acquainted with both Queen Elizabeth and the Oueen Mother. He also saw the Queen Mother as she inspected the troops in Aldershot during the war.
Stan's grandaughter, Brandi, age 6, presented flowers to the Queen Mother when she visited with the Mewburn Veterans.
COLD? WHITE, Spirit River - Sorry I couldn't make it to the January Banquet
or the summer picnic this year. I enjoyed the last Grande Prairie picnic,
especially seeing some of the Spitzbergen pictures Danny Smith had along.
WALLY DAVIES, Calgary - The weather in January is a bit too cold for Hazel
and I to be travelling so we didn't make it to the banquet. In August
Hazel was in hospital for a short while so we weren't able to get'up to
the picnic either. We had planned to be at the picnic so it was a disappointment to us both that we couldn't make it. Hello to all ray old
buddies, especially those from "A" Company.
H."3MOFEY" ATFINSON, Crest.on, B.C. - a short note to let you know that I am '
still breathing and able to take on a fair amount of nourishment. It was
the thrill of a lifetime for me this spring when an old buddy of mine,
Ed Beaudry, Tofield, dropped in to visit after some 41 years since we
last met. Did we ever have a lot to talk about. Keep plugging, maybe I'll
get around to see some of you one of these days.
ALF N3WST3AD, Maidstone, SK - I sure enjoy reading the Fortyniner, I recognize many of the names of fellows that I had forgotten all about. It's
been a long time since I left the Regiment in December, 1943.
K3N FROLAND, Arcadia, Calif. - distance and a conflict with my work schedule
keeps me from attending any of the functions that you hold up there. I
would sure enjoy being able to attend, even just once. I lived for a
time at Evansburg so I know Ivan Feldberg and Ambie Ambrose. I was with
HQ Sigs and was wounded at Riggione, Italy. In Holland I rode a motor
bike with the Sigs with "Turkey" Smith and Art and George Dsmaris. Jimmy
Mullen was on the switchboard and Jack Strang, killed almost the last
day of the war at an ambush at a roadblock on our push to Appeldoorn. In
a city near here that I travel quite often, it is named "Strang" and so
every time I travel on it I think of Jack. Many of those I served with
have left me with great memories. What a great bunch of guys. Have a good
reunion, you can bet I'll be thinking of you.
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Some legitimate excuses;
ROY COUCH, Nanaimo, BC - WW I, can't make it to your sunnier reunion, the old
heart is not what it used to be. Best wishes to all, especially WW I
vets from the old 49th.
TREVOR JONES, Victoria, BC - I had planned on being with you at your summer
reunion at Camp Harris but my M/0 has advised me not to travel very far
this summer.
TOM HIDSON, Winnipeg, Man.- My holidays don't start until September when I
expect to visit Edraonton. The occasion will be our youngest son and
daughter-in-law are expecting their first. I'm a next year fellow.
R. W. BOW3R, Edmonton - couldn't make you January banquet since I was in bed
with the 'flu.
EARL LOGAN, Dawson Creek, BC - sorry I can't make it to your summer reunion
this year, I just got out of hospital for the 5th time this year. Thanks
to Earl, he passed on word of our picnic to Elmer Devore who we were
happy to see at the picnic.
GEORGE SMART, Cold Lake, AB - I feel badly about not being able to make it
to your summer bash but I have had a couple of heart attacks in the last
little while so my Doc says to stay quiet, take things easy, keep my
nose clean, etc.
V3RN Mc^EAGS, Victoria, BC - thank you very much for your invitation to the
Camp Harris picnic. I'm afraid I wont be able to make it - recently I
suffered a stroke and I haven't as yet full recovered from it. Neverthe-less I hope your celebration is a big success.
DON GOWER, Edmonton - Couldn't make it to your January banquet - I spent the
month in Hawaii.
And from a regular correspondent;
REG WATTS, Barrhead, AB - W 1 - here is your Wandering Boy. I^-n still going
strong in spite of my 93 years young. There don't seem to be too many
49ers around here. From W II I think there are only three. Bill Erinton, Simon Fisher and Harry Booth. I believe that Simon Fisher and Harry
Booth are not all that well, I'm sorry to say. I notice that one of my
WW I pals, Frank Wells, Bashaw, has passed on. He was one of the good
men, very brave, always did his duty.
I'm still living in Barrhead, a very nice town of close to 5,000 people.
All of our streets are paved, I'm an original homesteader in the district,
came to Paddle River(as it was called then) in 1908. There was nothing
here then but bush, nothing but wild country. I came out with my parents
and we stuck it out, made a living but never got rich. I'm sure glad^we
got out of the farming business though. I and my wife sold the farm in
1957, Just before this inflation business started. Ever since things have
been getting higher and higher* People should have a little common sense
and ouit asking'for more and more. Farmers don't get much money for their
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Reg Watts - cont'd - labor and I don't know how much longer some of them in
this district can carry on. It's a sad story having spent some 40 years
on the land myself.
I want to thank the City of Edmonton for the lovely gold pen they sent to
me on the occasion of the 70th birthday of the 49th. Thanks to them for
remembering an old soldier.
And thanks for the Fortyniner magazine, it helps me keep in touch.
JOE GHENGER, Lethbridge, AB - am enclosing my '85 dues plus a little extra to
help with the magazine. I'm also enclosing dues for BILL CRAIG, living
in Lethbridge. Bill should have been an Association member years ago but
I guess nobody ever approached him about it. Bill and I joined the Regiment in Sicily and I think Bill was in D Company.
FRANK PETLEY, Calgary, AB - picked up a couple of addresses for former members of our Regiment, Rowan G. Goleman (Brig, ret) and former 0/C of our
Regiment in Italy and also JAM3S S.WOODS, a former officer in the Regiment and who is now a Judge in the Alberta Provincial Court, Small
Claims Division, Calgary.
Frank and Mrs. Petley have been on the move during 1985. Besides a couple
of weeks early in the year in California, they "drove a rented car on the
wrong side of the road for 2500 miles while travelling through England,
Scotland and Wales@ Their last night was spent in Oxted.
IRVING SEAGRAVE, - another new member and his place of residence is Ponoka.AB.
ADDRESS CHANGES - some new addresses for some of the members who have -written
in and let us knows
JACK ROSSER - from the "Valley" in B.C. to Qualicum Beach on the Island
"Pete" ST.PIERRE - now living in a mobile home, N.E.Edmonton
BARRY FERGU30N - from Edmonton to Calgary
CHARLIE SWAN - from RR^3 Lloydminster to Vermilion, AB.
LEE AHLSTROM - from Edmonton to Hawaii
SAM LENKO - is now living in Busby, AB from Sangudo
JOHN BUDZINSKI - now "apartment dwelling" in Edmonton
Rev WARREN HALL - from Ft Saskatchewan to Edmonton
TOM GIBSON and A.WACHTER - changed their addresses in Nanaimo, B@C.
RANALD BOWSN - has moved from Victoria, BG and now lives here with us in
Edmonton.
WJ'Bill" CRAIG - has changed apartments in Edmonton.
CHARLIE SHOUBRIDGE, Chelsea, PQ - writing to thank the City of Edmonton for
the pen sent to all of our W I vets on the occasion of our 70th birthday lets us know that it is also 70 years since he first enlisted in the
63rd Battalion in June,1915, here in Edmonton. "I first saw Edmonton in
June, 1914, when I arrived from England. Little did I think at that time
that in two years to the month that I would be a rear rank buck private
in the Canadian Forces in the front line at Ypres."
'*Now in my 87th year, my wife and I have lived here in the Gatineau hills,
a few miles north of Ottawa, for the past 36 years."
Charlie was for many years our RQMS while we were overseas.
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LETTERSto my Sister-Stella
In the last three

August, 1916

issues of our Fortyniner we have published the letters
that John (Jack)
Snyder wrote home
to his sister,
Stella. Jack was
with the 49th Battalion overseas,
WW I. This is the
final installment
of this piece of
family history and
the entire 'book'
of letters will be
turned over to become part of our
Museum.

Dear Stella,
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Pretty good job for
one bullet isn't it.
It went through my lower lip, busted my jaw and knocked three teeth out, then
came almost out underneath but travelled near enough to the surface of my
neck to break the skin a long slash from my jaw to my shoulder. It went in my
shoulder at the base of the neck and came out about four or five inches further back and as far as I know it's going yet.
My shoulder is all healed up except for one spot that is still running
and the cut in my neck is healing fast so things are not so bad. Of course
my jaw bothers me a few. It's not like an ordinary break that can be put in
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splints and let go because when a fellow gets a broken jaw in the army the
bullet or shrapnel always takes a piece or pieces of the bone along with it
and then they have to graft a new piece of bone. First the broken bone has
to heal as it lays. No danger of it setting because the two ends wont meet
unless the jaw is in splints.
Well, after it's all healed up inside and no more danger of it bleeding
again they put you to sleep and cut out all the unnecessary jaw (big job to
do that to me!). Then they send you away on leave 'till you're all healed
up again and then they graft some new jaw on and you go on leave againo
Life in this place is one continual round of operations and leaves. The
next job I have to have done is to have a few extra teeth pulled and that
will most likely hurt some.
We should worry tho', I'll never see France again and huge chances of
being in Canada before Christmas, 1919. A fellow spends about six to twelve
months in hospital with a jaw and some are longer.
Well, bye bye now. I'll write again soon.

Lovingly

Jack.

Sept 1
Dear Stella,
I'm afraid my letters are going rather irregularly these days but I'm
writing as little as possible@
I'm still going strong. My neck and shoulder are healing pretty good
and my jaw is in splints now. Pleasant things - splints for the jaw. They
look like a bunch of gold or silver teeth. Made of metal and fit tight over
the teeth. They put one set on your lower jaw and one on the upper and then
they fasten them together with pins worked like a hinge. These have to stay
on the jaws about three months and all that time you can't open your mouth
a fraction of an inch. The only way I eat is through a hole where the bullet
knocked out three or four teeth and a small bit of the jaw bone. It's about
an inch long and half an inch wide. Of course you'll think that's big enough
to get in bread and all sorts of stuff but since we can't open our mouth
therefore we can't chew so all we can eat is slops. Oh, believe me, it's a
helluva war I Porridge for breakfast, sloppy hash and some soft pudding for
dinner, like rice or tapioca. Bread and milk for tea and soup and bread for
supper. A mug of egg and milk at 9;30 AM and one again at 9s00 PM.
That's our menu and it will continue to be the same for the next three
months.
I had a letter from you and one from Evelyn this morning. The first
Canadian mail I've had since I was wounded. Evelyn seems to have had a pretty
good time at Katie's place while they were all out there,
Well, I guess this is about all for now. I'll write some more sooner or
later, most likely sooner.
Bye Bye for now,
Lots of love from,

Ja

Queen's Hospit

Sidcup, Ken
No
Dear Stella,
I got your letter of October 5th a couple of days ago but had written
you a few days before that so put off writing again till now.
Glad you liked my description of our open warfare battle. Guess I wont
get a chance to describe any more battles, open or otherwise.
As for talking with my mouth shut, it's easy when you get used to it.
I had a letter from Milliard the same day as yours and he was telling me all
about the duck and chicken shooting there was going on these days.
I guess I'll be home in time to catch the first ones in the spring and
maybe a few rats as well. The way the papers talk these days I shouldn't be
surprised to see peace pretty soon. In that case the troops will be going
home and yours truly will be still holding down a bed in the hospital. That
sure would be tough, wouldn't it?
So Merton Poole is gone tooo Cooking Lake district has certainly caught
it since the war started. As far as I know there's only two of the boys in
France now from home and that's Archie Ferguson (a 49er who passed away in
1974 - Editor) and Sandy Ross. I believe there is one of the Owen boys there
too but I'm not sure. There are five that I know well who are killed now,
all from around home, Tom Atkinson, Alex Gladue, Billy Young, Merton Poole
and one of the Owen boys. Then I guess there must be a few more wounded and
some are back there again.
I'm not sorry I got mine when I did. They have had some awful scrapping
out there during October and a bunch of our Battalion got wiped out so maybe if I hadn't landed a Blighty I might have got my head knocked off or lost
a couple of legs or so,,
I've been thanking my stars ever since I got hit that it wasn't any
worse. I've seen so many jaw cases that were awful looking sights that it
made me shake hands with myself a good few times.
Everything remains as quiet as per usual here. Nothing much to do except eat and sleep. There's so much 'flu floating around that they have put
the shows and dances out of bounds for soldiers so there*s nothing to go to.
Well I guess this is all for now. Write soon and as often as usual.
Your loving brother. Jack.
PS - I'm putting a letter for Dad in yours as I don't know his address.

Queens Hospital,
Jan 22n
Dear Stella and Will,
I am rather fed up today tho' I shouldn8! be. I've got about a year
more of hospital life to put in and have to have some bone grafted into my
jaw. It wasn't the doctors fault but mostly because there was too much jaw
blown down the trench and not enough left at the fracture to grow together
again, I'll have a piece of spare rib stuck in and fastened there with haywire and then be in splints for the next seventeen years. Course that's
rather exaggerated but I'll have a bone graft and splints on for about six
months o

I suppose you are rather amazed at my last lot of letters so I'll tell
you straight that it's all off between Evelyn and I. She told Vina she wouldn't live on the homestead and was never going to have any kids. Well, I don't
want my wife to have a litter or a brood or anything of that sort but I think
there's something wrong with a girl who doesn't want at least one or two.
However, she needn't worry. She.'ll never live on my homestead and never
be the mother of any kids of mine. Last but not least Vina says she has dyed
her hair red. Now what the mischief does she want red hair for. I hear she's
also been going the pace and I'd like to know if you knew anything about it.
Got your parcel yesterday when I came back to the hospital. Thanks very
much for everything. Strikes me I owe you more than I'll ever be able to pay
back for parcels and letters since I left Canada. You're the only one who
writes regularly and you write about three letters to Evelyn's one and you've
got more love (don't laugh) in yours than she has in hers. Yours always end,
"Your loving sister", while Evelyn's are always, "As ever", and begin, "Dear
Jack". Wish I'd never been such a damn fool as to get married to her.
Well, so long for now. I'll write often now that I'm back in hospital
again.
Your loving brother,
Jack.

Lond
Feb 3rd, 1919.
Dear Stella,
Don't know when I wrote last but I guess I owe you a letter anyhow.
I'm on two months leave again and got a job in an office in London to
help out financially and to occupy my spare time. This job is simply to. keep
me busy in spare hours and is only 9;00 AM to 5:00 PM and Saturday afternoons off. Life these days is just one continual round of leave and pleasure.
I get @3-10 from my Army pay a month, @4 subsistence allowance and this job
comes to about @5 a month. Total @12-10 a month or $62.50. Not so dusty is
it? All I've got to pay out of it is 17/6 per week for room and breakfast and
dinners come to about 14/- a week. Total about @6-10 a month leaving me about
@6 to spend.
I wont have an operation on my jaw for at least 3 months yet and may not
have it before I leave for Canada in June.
I understand we are going home in June and very likely I'll be in hospital in Toronto for seven or eight months. From what I'm told now I don't
expect my final discharge before January or February 1920. Although I expect
I'll get a good long leave home soon after I land in Toronto, or rather as
soon as my jaw is fit to no longer need attendance after my operations. There
is only about four of them to have. One, where they remove the piece of bone
for the bone graft, probably from the shin or rib. One to remove my scar. One
to graft in the piece of bone in my jaw and one to straighten my nose. Capt
Risdon (the specialist) said he was going to operate on my nose and take out
the half left turn there is in it at present before he sent me out into the
world to earn my living again.
Well, I guess this is all for now, Stella. I'm writing this at Marble
Arch Maple Leaf Club, Oxford Street. Guess you've read of Oxford St. and Park
Lane overlooking Hyde Park. My room is at Hammersmith, about a three penny
ride from here on the bus or on the underground tube railway. I know all about

the Strand and Piccadily and Leicester Square that the Irishman heard about
in Tipperary. They're busy places but for a good time on a little money a man
wants to get away from the rush and roar of this burg and a long ways^a,way
too. They know too much about the army pay of Colonnial troops in this town
and charge accordingly. All they need see is the Canada or Australia on a
soldiers' shoulder and the price rises accordingly.
Well, so long Stella. See you some Sunday next week.

Love from

Jack.

London, March 13, 191
Dear Stella,
Thank the Lord you aren't sore anymore. I began to think you were never
going to have any more to do with me.
Everything is going good here and things are mostly as usual. My jaw
still waggles around if I give it a shove but otherwise it's all right.
Mollie and I are up at a club for soldiers and their wives or friends
at Marble Arch, Oxford Street, and Mollie is using my pen to write to her
Mother, therefore I'm writing with a pencil.
The good Lord knows when I'll get back to Canada as there'll be Canucks
here until August and I expect we'll be the last to leave. My pass is up on
March 31st, nearly three weeks yet, but I hope to get an extension till the
first of May anyhow so I can go home with Mollie for Easter. I suppose you'll
know what she's like by the time you get this if you have seen Bert or Vina
or anyone that has seen them. Thank the Lord I was properly introduced to her
at her Mother's place by her Mother and she's just the right girl in every
way, Stella. I don't know what Bert thought of it all as he didn't pass any
opinion but I expect you'll be able to judge for yourself before many moons,
You can be jolly sure she'll be in Edmonton by the time I get my final discharge and I come home for good. I expect Bert will say she's not at all
beautiful and she isn't, I didn't fall in love with her looks and beauty is
only skin deep anyhow and Mollie is the best little girl in this world in
every other way bar none.
Her mother knows all there is to know and tho' she doesn't believe in
divorce she isn't going to make any objections if Moliie wants to marry a
divorced man and in this case Mollie most dee--cidely does.
Hope Will is over his troubles in health now and doesn't need any more
bran mash or was it buns or cake or doughnuts or something. Keep your eyes
open for me coming up the front walk sometime this summer or fall. I'll probably wear the same rigout I've got on in my last picture, tunic and slacks as
they call them. Maybe I'll call you up on the phone to make sure you have
fried spuds for supper. I never did get any over here that were like yours
and I sure will be able to clean up on a plateful, believe me.
Had a letter from Dad and Vina and Katie with yours yesterday. Katie
evidently hadn't heard about the case but Vina and Dad seemed to think I was
perfectly right in going ahead as I have done. (Divorce from Evelyn). One
thing sure, I'll never stick with a wife who doesn't want any babies. You
have me sized up right and I guess life would be pretty lonesome for me without one or two kids to have all my own.
I don't blame any girl for not wanting to live all her life on a blink-

ing homestead but for a couple of years or so I think a shack for two a
jolly good place to live and Mollie thinks the same.
Mollie is writing to you now, I believe. She is sure most anxious to
meet you after what you said in one of your letters about her finding a
friend in you. She has been trying to screw up courage to do it for a long
time and has only succeeded today.
I'm still working in the office. Pretty good of me to hold down the job
of a clerk for this many weeks and be giving satisfaction yet. I can't say
I enjoy office work but money is a necessity over here and @1/10 a week comes
in jolly handy.
Well, I gotta ring off now. I'll write again soon. Lots of love to the
kiddies and you. Tell Will I'll see. him soon, that is in a year or so.
Your loving brother,
PSo Address as per usual

Jack.

March 29, 191
Dear Stella,
Guess it's about time you were getting some more news or otherwise from
me.
I got your letter of March 4th a few days ago and -was sure glad to get
such a one. It wasn't the length of it that counted but the breadth and
height and width, etc. if you get what I mean.
I'll be going back to the hospital on Monday as my leave is up and maybe I can get a little more, another month or so. I've got a good job at the
office and can go to work there whenever it suits me best. In my boss's own
words, "Whenever and as long as it is convenient for me." I've got a good
stand in with him as I've been satisfactory in my job, it will be open for
me whenever I can get another leave.
I'm down at Harvie's for the weekend. Came down last night and will go
to London again Sunday night. Mollie and I often come down for the weekend
as it is much more comfortable here and homelike and not half as much expense as it would be knocking around London and living at Lyons Corner House.
If you don't know anything about the Piccadily Corner House or the Strand,
just ask any returned soldier.
Since I came here I've learned that there are English and English and
they don't all drop their 'H's or stick them on here and there where they
didn't ought to be. That's good grammar for Mrs, Mason's brightest pupil to
use, isn't it?
Haven't had a word from Evelyn for a couple of months and neither have
you or Katie so I've been wondering if she may have cleared out entirely or
not. It sure would simplify matters some if she would make herself scarce
for a year or so. I could just sail through on wife desertion and everything
would be fixed up.
I suppose Con Hardie was up to see you. I gave him your address and he
said he'd go up. He left here before I had finally settled my mind so he's
seen Evelyn tho' he doesn't say anything about her.
Guess you don't want me back anymore than I want to get back. I'm not
in a very great rush 'tho as Millie can't get over before fall and I'm not
keen on sticking around without a sight of her any longer than I can help.
I've got a dozen strings pulling me towards home but I guess the one holding

me here is stronger than the dozen over there.
The reason for all those different letters arriving at your place,
Stella, was because first of all I didn't trust Evelyn and the least suspicion soon turned to belief and I determined to break.
Mollie and I have never had words overy anything and 'tho I was fed up
on hospitals and soldiering and everything except her and I was peevish and
miserable one evening she has been good and patient with me as anyone could
be, I know you'll like her because everyone does. You'll see her yourself
someday and know what I mean.
So long for now.'I'll write sooner next time, I hope.
Your loving brother,

Johnn
(Everyone calls me Johnnie here, that's how I happened to put it down
instead of Jack)

Queens Hospital,
Sidcup, Kent.
April 9th
Dear Stella,
Time seems to fly so fast that I don't have any to spare these days.
Mollie and I are together every evening and it's generally too late when I
get in to write letters.
My pass was up a week ago Monday, the 31st of March, and I went back to
hospital and got another two months. That leaves me till May 31st and as we
expect to cross in June I'll not do. so badly. You see my jawbone is not
healed enough to secure a perfect bone graft so they can't operate 'till
June anyhow and I might as well be on leave. I'm still working at the office
and can get @1/10 every week I work and can stay away whenever I like so I
have nothing to grumble about.
I often quit Friday nights and spend the weekend with Moilie and her
mother at their place near Reading. I'll be there for Easter holidays and
come back to the office,during May. Moliie and I spend every evening together,
sometimes at friends of hers, sometimes at Schroeters and the balance at
Charmy's Club for soldiers and their ladyfriends.
Last Saturday Mollie and I spent the PM boating at Richmond Park. Of
course 'tho it's April we are having lovely weather here and Saturday was
warm and sunny all day. We had tea at Richmond and then took a bus to Hammersmith and got Ruth and went back for some more boating. Altogether we spent
a very pleasant day and incidentally about two pounds of good English paper
money. It costs a deuce of a lot to live here now. Everytime you turn around
it's a shilling or a half crown and believe me a pound just fades away into
oblivion in about two shakes. However, we manage pretty decently as I'm working and get Army pay in the bargain. So long as Mollie and I can keep alive
we're satisfied if we're together and we would both sooner travel together
on sixpence each and every evening than meet once a week and have a blow out.
Had a letter from Evelyn a few days ago. She wants to know what's going
to happen as I haven't written since early in January. Guess I'll answer it
tonight. She says if everything is over she'll just naturally disappear.
Might help some if she didi

Mollie says to send her love to you and the kiddies. The same thing from,
me. Guess I'll see you again pretty soon now, Stella, August at the latest.
You should get this around about the time of your birthday. Many happy
returns Stella. I'll send something along next week to remember me by.
Give my best to Will. Hope to see you all again in a few months.

Always your loving brothe

A_P P E N D I X
These letters now having been published we have come to the end of a
series of letters that were an important part of the life of the Snyder
family in WW I.
Family information for some of the period following WW I has been
given to us by Peggy McEwen, eldest daughter of Jack Snyder. Peggy has turned the complete file of letters over to our- Association for inclusion in our
Museum. Born in Canada, Peggy lived most of her young life in England. She
married a Canadian soldier, overseas, and following W II came to live as a
war bride in Ontario where she still resides.
Peggy writes, '"My father left England in the late summer of 1919 after
they had done all they could for him in the hospitals there. He was sent to
a hospital in Toronto to complete his treatment for the war wounds received,"
"He left England with the promise that -when he arrived back in Canada
'he would settle his divorce with Evelyn, his first wife, and then save enough
money to pay for Mollie's trip to Canada in order that they might be married
when she arrived here. Mollie was a school teacher in England. Her mother let
Jack know that Mollie would come to him in Canada but she would arrive -with
enough of her own money that if things became too difficult for her in Canada she would in turn be able to pay her own way back to England! This seemed
to be a fair enough arrangement."
"It took John about a year to save enough money to fulfill his end of
the deal and in 1920 Mollie arrived in Canada. They were married in October
of that year. Mollie and Johnnie had $88.00 to their name whert they got married. Mollie 'blew' $22.00 of it on a new hat; Jack said, "But what a hat I"
Peggy continues, "There is no information available as to what kind of
a celebration Jack and his sister Stella had when they were reunited. It is
believed it took place in Toronto. Although Jack's sister, Stella,(my aunt),
is still living (1985), she is confined to a nursing home and was not able
to give me much information when I visited her in 1983."
From an early edition of The Fortyniner magazine we find that Jack and
his family lived in Edmonton, Alberta, for awhile. Here he operated a vulcanizing business a This did not prove to be too successful and so it was that
he joined the Beatty Washing Machine Company as a salesman. Being the late
'20s, washing machines were somewhat new on the market, not all that popular.
Selling them was a tough and riot a very rewarding job. During this period of
time in Canada, Peggy, her sister and a brother were bom@ When Mollie became
pregnant again the attending doctor advised Jack that due to complications
Mollie was having it would be in her best interests to be moved back to England. Otherwise she would never make it back there alive.
Returning to England presented some problems financially since money was

not that easy to come by. The story goes that Jack and some of his friends
went out on duck shooting parties, sold the ducks they had shot to the CPR
for use in their hotels and in this way gathered enough money to make the
trip back to England.
Looking to the future when the family would be in the "old country",
Jack talked the washing machine company into sending a couple of washing
machines back to England with him and he would try and sell them there. So,
they moved back to England, washing machines and all, and with not too much
of a hassle. While on board the ship on the return trip Jack got notice from
the Beatty Company that he had been fired. However, he found out that Mr.
Beatty, company owner, was travelling on the very same boat, so, without any
hesitation Jack confronted him and asked for his job back. He was re-instatedl
As it eventually turned out selling new washing machines to the English
ladies went over like a lead balloon. So what to do. Mollie had become reacquainted with a girl friend that had gone to school with her in her younger
years and this girl friend had only recently been married to an English armytype, Douglas Grant. Douglas was at the time at loose ends and so it was that
between John and Douglas they were able to raise three hundred pounds, a quite
a large sum at that time, and with Douglas as office manager and John as the
salesman, a small military laundry was born. Head office was the Snyder bungalow in Farnborough, Hants. Equipment consisted of two much travelled Beatty
washing machines and a beat-up old dryer that they were able to locate. The
first week of operation brought in 1?2 bundles of laundry, mostly Army, and
in no time at all the business was doing so well that they had to move to
larger quarters. They were also able to branch out and open a plant in Yorkshire.
Approaching the year 1-930, John Lyman Snyder, ^436720, company runner
for Major Frank Winser, 1917-18, lived at "Edmonton", Waverley Rd, Farnborough, Hants.
Peggy writes of their family, "In 1929 a boy had been born shortly after
our arrival from Canada. However, he died from a number of complications. By
1932 another sister was born, business in the laundry was booming, and so my
father built "Seba Lodge". It was about the first home in the area that was
built with central heating in mind. Dad was elected to the Farnborough town
council, was also instrumental in getting a milk pasteurization law passed in
the county of Hampshire."
"A couple of times he was in charge of the annual Farnborough summer
parade and he was the biggest toad in the puddle. He would dress up in a cowboy outfit, had a "Western" type saddle that had been brought in especially
for him and of course there was the "spirited" horse. From one of his army
buddies who had -visited with him, "Snyder got out his movie outfit and showed
us pictures of the Calgary Stampede."
"By 1939 my father and Douglas Grant were ready for the great upsurge of
troops that were to come to the Aldershot area. The bundles of laundry now
numbsred in the hundreds of thousands. From a business point of view things
could not have been better. The work was hard and the hours were long. Dad
started up his own band just for some fun and to help entertain the troops,
'Snakehips' Snyder and His Swingcopating Six was the name of the band.
"Dad also built us a playhouse in the back yard, not just an ordinary
one, it was ten feet by eight feet and was built of cedar logs. The logs were
all notched in the corners, built just like a regular log cabin.

"We kept a few chickens in the back yard, fresh eggs for our breakfast
table was the object. One time dad won a game cockerel in a poker game and
it was put in the yard with the rest of the chickens. You 'took your life'
in your hands when you went out to collect the eggs due to the fierceness of
the rooster. One day dad forgot about the new resident and ths rooster nailed
him in the leg. Result - one dead game: cockerel 1
"During World War II our house was always full of visitors, most of the
time members of the Forces, and many times 49ers. Every once-in-awhile a
billeting officer (civilian) would come around to check on what space we had
and we would therefore always have someone living in a spare room that we
had. Some of the people residing with us were quite interesting. One we had
was a Dr., Romer, a Polish Doctor of-Science, a victim of the Nazi persecution
He stayed with us for three years and worked at the aircraft factory in Farnborough.
"One time there was a Canadian officer billeted with us, he made very
lovely jewellry as a hobby but the problem was he made the jewellry from fish
heads and one evening he put a bunch of heads on the stove in the kitchen to
boil. What a smell I He got his moving notice in a hurry.
"At one ti-ne previous to the 1939 war Dad, through the Fortyniner magazine, offered to go and take photos of the "old home place" for any 49ers
who were now resident in Canada.
"I think my Dad spent a whole life of help and service to his fellow
man. He worked very hard, especially in a country where he was a 'Colonial',
and he did very well."
"My mother, Mollie, passed away in 1954. Jack, rny dad, passed away in
1961, on Mollie's birthday."
- On behalf of the Snyder family, thanks to the Eortyniner for doing
such a good job of printing these letters of my Dad. We are proud
and happy that these letters have found a proper resting place.
Peggy Snyder McEwen

Jim
S3

We are aware of these ladies, wives or wives of former members who
have passed away in the last year
Cecille Camire, Edmonton - July 10, 1985, wife of Bert Camire, WW I
Vera Beaudry, Tofield - July 13, 1985, wife of Ed Beaudry
Alison "Sunny" Day, Victoria ~ April 11, 1985, wife of former E.E."Ted" Day
Jean Petrie, Sidney, BG - July 3, 1985, wife of Dave Petrie
Nan Huntington, Calgary - January 15, 1985, wife of Tom Huntington
Gladys Swan, Vermilion - -wife of Charlie Swan

GOTHIC

RAGING
.b^
Keith MacGregor

The active young men of the Loyal Edmonton Regiment had, as part of their
Western upbringing, trained as unsuspecting infantrymen ever since they were
old enough to toddle. Not that we were precociously handy with bayonets and
bottle-openers, but we had been raised in a rugged spirit of competition.
There were prizes and praises for the first or the fastest in everything
from apple-bobbing to marathons, and though we each had our favourite sport
we all met on the common ground of foot-racing. Bill wa,s the school champion
for the three milej Dave was unbeatable at 100 yards. Gene was a scorching
quarter-miler. Any of us, over some condition or part of the distance, could
be a winner. We raced'each other at the "drop of a hat", and in later years
1 should, probably, have kept this in mind.
On the last, hot, bright day of August, 1944, some lesser but really
quite good Canadian Regiments had made shallow holes in the "Gothic Line"
that part of the German, defences north of Florence in Italy. It was our Regiment's task to punch through these holes and clear the high, dominatinopeak of Monte Luro - that ominous German watchdog of the entire Foglia River
valley. We had an interesting battle and the Official History does it justice,
although I can find no record of number 13 Platoon's unusual part in the subsequent victory.
To make the record more complete! In late morning our Platoon rode down
-.he bare and dusty Foglia.slopes on the scorching hot decks of our British
-.anks, uneasily aware of our distant, threatening objective. Dismounting on
the far edge of the German minefields (cleared courtesy in part of the Seaforths) we formed up for the last hot and totally exposed 4000 yards and I
quote directly from the Colonel's orders, "the leading troops of the Eighth
Army" ,
I have forgotten many of the details, but the Battalion moved forward
behind the slow march of a sparse artillery barrage until, at last (and as
usual in important battles), number 13 Platoon was leading the rest of the
troops up to the final objective.
Our three tanks were in front, grinding noisily away at our walking pace.
A few shells (both ours and theirs) were crumping nearby but, to our growing
surprise, relief and boldness, there was no small-arms fire. When some dry
camouflage material burst into flames from a red-hot tank exhaust, my runner
and I raced jauntily forward to put the fire out and we radioed the tanks to
slow down. And so the infantry caught up to the tanks and for a moment I
found myself, unscathed and unthreatened, as the lead man of the Eigth Army.
This novel and unexpectedly peaceful situation seemed to require some
comment and, unwisely as I now know, I made these comments at the- top of my
voice, probably on a note of youthful challenge (this wss 41 years ago, remember). You might say that my shout was the proverbial "drop of the hat"
because every man within hearing distance decided to try out this "lead man"
bit for at least a few seconds. Those that hadn't heard, like the good soldiers that made 13 Platoon famous, joined in the race as a matter of solidarity and esprit-de-corps.
We raced past our thoroughly bewildered tanks - who had expected to lead
us onto the objective - passed through our own artillery barrage creeping
along at 100 yards in three minutes. We arrived breathless, excited and (so
help me) laughing, on the top of Monte Luro. We snapped up four German observers who had badly overestimated their time of departure and then, in

chilling anticipation, saw our own increasing artillery barrage lift another
100 yards toward us. The first of over two hundred 25 pounder H.E. shells
were inexorably due to arrive on our prematurely captured objective.
Thanks to the sound and reliable German earthworks, and the Diety that
protects fools (and drunkards), we escaped with nothing worse than a couple
of flesh wounds, a bad shaking and a very sincere respect for the 25 pounder
High Explosive. My opinion that it was every bit as dangerous-as a German "88"
was soundly endorsed at the next "Charlie" Company smoker.
But it's funny that the Official History makes no mention of tha.t glorious, racing, half-mile up hill charge of 13 Platoon - made in the best miscalculated and dashing tradition of the Light Brigade. Perhaps the truth was
"softened" by the Company Commander and the Colonel, ,^)th of whom subsequently
became distinguished Canadian diplomats.
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Young Alex Dakota, a Cree Indian, was working as a blacksmith when he was
hired by the Edmonton Police Force in 1909. He changed his name to Decoteau,
the French version of his original name, the easier to make it into the white
society. And with his "ability to make it in the white man's world", a source
of wonder to his people back on the reserve, he was promoted to the rank of
sergeant in five years.
One thing he was really successful in - the ability to be a marathon runner. Between 1909 and 1916 there was hardly a major marathon race in Western
Canada that the young Decoteau didn't win. At a provincial race meet in Lethbridge in 1910 he won the five mile, two mile, one mile and half mile races
all in one day. In 1912 he was picked to represent Canada in the Olympics being held in Sweden in the 5000 metre race. Leg cramps held him to a sixth
place finish.
In Calgary, in 1915, having won the Christmas Day six mile race for the
third time in a row they awarded him the cup permanently.
In 1916 he enlisted in the Canadian Army with the 202nd Sportsmen's Battalion and while in England he one day ran cross country to a nearby town for
a race. It turned out to be a bicycle race, he borrowed a bicycle and won the
race.
He moved to our 49th Battalion and went to France where, at the age of 30,
and during the battle of Paschendaele he was hit by a sniper's bullet and
killed. He was buried at Ypres, a military funeral, not an Indian one. His remains lie there still. It is a firm Cree belief that a man's spirit will be
damned to wander the earth forever, never entering heaven, unless afforded a
proper Indian burial.
Decoteau, a son of the Red Pheasant Reserve south of North Battleford,
Sask., had his spirit laid to rest at the reserve in a ceremony held the same
weekend as when we held our Gamp Harris Picnic, August 10 and 11, 1985. Believing that without an Indian burial Decoteau's spirit was left to wander
the earth, Cree relatives and friends gathered to bring his spirit home in a
moving and colorful ceremony.
"We haven't had many heroes that we can look up to", was one statement
made. "He showed he could be a native and make it in the white man's world."
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DAVE PETRIE, Victoria, B.C. - congratulations to Dave on having reached his
90th birthday. Dave celebrated the occasion by paying a visit to his
son in Wales and grandsons in Scotland.
ROY STAUFFER, Edmonton - retired school teacher, member of the Strathcona
Legion, has a 'table' two or three days each week at a local "flea market",
political worker, community worker, you name it - he does it I
CONGRATULATIONS to WALLY McVEE on being presented with a Life Membership at
the Edmonton Kingsway Branch Legion and to JIM ROGERS, St.Albert, presented with a Life Membership at the St.Albert Legion.
DR. E.J.BAILEY, Cambridge, Out. - Besides keeping us supplied with stories
for our Portyniner magazine "is still very active in Church and Community affairs." Rev. Bailey is now an advisor to the Ontario Government on Senior Citizens Affairs.
ARCHIE MURRAY, Regina, Sask. - still active in Association affairs. South
Saskatchewan Regiment Association affairs that is. Archie finds it a bit
too far to come in the vri-nter for our Annual Banquet, sends his regards
to all the 'old gang'.
MUSEUM - there is nothing further to report concerning the opening and the
operation of our Museum in the Prince of Wales Armoury. We are advised
that anyday now we should have information on the positive side.
LAST POST - We would be very pleased if when a former member of our Regiment has passed on we could receive any information whatsoever concerning his Arny or civilian career for inclusion in the Last Post.
Our thanks to all those who have contributed articles, photos, 'news' i1
etc. Space was not available in this issue for all the 'poems' that hav<
been sent in, some good, some a bit on the "iffy" side. The poems will I
held for possible inclusion in our next issue.

photos, 'news' items,
'poems' that have
The poems will be

MOVED - W.'Bill' Remple from rural Victoria to urban Victoria
Additions - Mewburn Vets Home - Sgt J.E.W.DICK MM and M. L'HIRONDELLE
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Today we buried another one of our 49ers.
Today we buried a legend.
There were very few who knew him as Ernest Smith. Everyone knew him as
"Vino".
He got his name from Dave McElroy, a Sgt in Support Company. But then
this was his second nickname. "Vino" liked to play poker. Not being what could
be called too lucky a card player, he became known as "Side Pot" Smith.
When our Regiment arrived in Sicily in 1943 his taste for the numerous
brands of wine knew no bounds and so his name became "Vino" for good.
When he was to marry Isobel, he phoned Padre Bailey to make all the necessary arrangements. But the Padre didn't know any Ernie Smith. "Hell, Padre,"
he said, "It's Vino". Immediately Padre Bailey said, "Now I know, who could
ever forget you."
When our Regiment came home following the war in Europe I was already in
Calgary so I came up to Edmonton to welcome the Unit back. I went out with
"Vino" to buy an overcoat for himself, which he did. He took it out of the
parcel all wrapped up but never wore it. Somewhere that evening it got lost.
While in the employ of Don MacDonald(Christenson and MacDonald Const.)
they were doing some renovations at the old "Bo Maid" Brewery. An old 49er,
(who shall remain nameless) left a full barrel of beer near where "Vino" had
his wheelbarrow. The barrel of beer disappeared. "Vino" finally got all the
blame for it's disappearance and before long he was "turfed out" of his job.
The stories I could tell, and probably many of you out there, would take
pages to relate,
Once when we were at Peggy and Alex Bolinski's wedding anniversary, "Vino"
got a bit carried away with the "liquid stuff". I decided that I had better
take him to his own home early. For me to get him into his house was a real
struggle. It wasn't just the fact that he was really "loaded", he couldn't
keep his pants from falling down. It was a job to handle him. Finally he fell
down and couldn't get up so I grabbed him by the shoulders and "skidded" him
up the outside stairs and into the house with him yelling at me, "I'm losing
my bloody pants I"
You can imagine what I told him. I did get him into the house though,
left him on the rug in the front room, covered him with a blanket a,nd went
home.
"Vino" was a scrounger deluxe, Along with Howard Shantz (who also passed
away recently) and some "trading stock" from "Dutch" Dykstra, they kept our
Support Company Platoon going with eggs, chickens and wine. If they couldn't
make a trade, they still got hold of it.
"Vino" worked at the Ghemcell Plant, Edj-nonton, until he retired in 1975.
For the last two years of his life he lived at the Ottewell Lodge, Edmonton.
He was a steady customer at Legion Branch ^24, had a great taste for rye
and water and Nevada tickets.
He was always a willing worker for our Association.
"Vino" is gone but will not be forgotten.
He was always a "rang-a-tang" but ever a 49er.
He was my buddy.
He was my friend.
So long, "Vino".
Harvey Farrell
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ARNETT, William A. - M 16360, passed away February 7, 1985, at age 6?, while
a resident of the Mewburn Veterans Home, Edmonton. Bill was an original
member of our Regiment and proceeded overseas with the unit in 1939. It
is indeed unfortunate that we were not aware of Bill being a resident of
the Vets Home.
BECKSR, Edward J. - WW I, passed away September 23, 1984, at age 90, in the
High Prairie, AB, area. No other information is available.
BOYD, Roy 0. - passed away in 1985, Grande Prairie, AB. Roy came to the Regiment in 1943, was buried alive and rescued from the rubble of a boobytrapped building in Ortona, Italy.
BRASS, Andrew - passed away July 8, 1985, at the age of 84, in Edmonton. Andy
was a veteran of WW I as well as WW II.
\

BSLLEROSE, Peter T. - M 17318, passed away November 2, 1984, at age 70. No
other information is available.
BORLAND, Ben R. - M 17308, passed away July 30, 1984, age 85, in Edmonton.
No other information available.
CAMPBELL, George W. - M 16193, deceased February 12, 1985, at 73 years of
age and after a lengthy illness. Born in the Camrose area, George joined
the army in 1939, later transferred to the Provost Corps and was discharged from the Provost in 1945 as a Staff Sergeant. He spent the remainder of his life in the Canrose area.
GRAM, James W. - M 15617, passed away April 14, 1985, at Strome, AB. At one
time a member of "C" Company, Jim went overseas with the Regiment on
the "Advance Party" in early December, 1939, as a Corporal.
DOYLE, Howard M. - K 46067, Private, passed away February 18, 1985, at age
64, a resident of the Shawnigan Lake district, B.C. No other information
is available.
ESCOTT, John D. - M 15851, Sgt, passed away January 13, 1985, at Delburne, AB.
at age 77. John went overseas with our Regiment in 1939.
GOUCHEE, Floyd V. - M 15769, passed away November 6, 1984, at age 72, a resident of Westbank, BC. Floyd joined the Regiment in September, 1939, in
Wetaskiwin, AB, and went overseas with the Regiment. He had previously
been a fanner and shortly after his discharge returned to farming until
moving to Burnaby, BC, about 1950. He worked for BG Hydro for 21 years
and retired in 1977. Floyd was a long time member of "A" Company, then
for awhile a Regimental M.P. A very quiet gentleman, he was a soldier's
soldier with m&ny true and valuable friends.

LASTPOST
GREENFIELD, Thomas W. - 432886, MW I, LCol, passed away September 30, 1984,
at age 92, a resident of Montreal. Tom was with the 49th in WW I and it
is believed with the Argyl & Suth. Highlanders, Base Unit, in WW II.
He was a life member of our Association but for the past few years we
had lost track of him.
HSRNBERG, Stanley J. - M 67566, Private, passed away February 13, 1985, at '
age 66, in the Mission, BC area. No other details available.
KENNEDY, Robert J. - Deceased July 18, 1985, at 69 years of age, Ardrossan, AB.
Bob was a member of the Sigs section of our Regiment.
LETENDRE, Adolphus - M 15733, Private. "Pop", as he was known, passed away
July 2, 1985, at Lac St Anne, AB, at age 96. He had spent four days (the
last four days) in W I, went overseas with the LERs in 1939.
MAYER, Frank Edward - M 15529, passed away in Edmonton, December 28, 1984,
at age 71* Eddie, as he was more commonly known in the Regiment, was a
long time member of "A" Company where he was the company clerk.
MAPP, Carl - passed away August 8, 1985, in Victoria, BC, at age 64. Carl
was born in Amber Valley, AB and buried in Athabasea, AB. No other details available.
MURLAND, Robert - M 16599, passed away January 22, 1985, at age 6$. It is
believed he transferred to RCEME shortly after joining our Regiment.
MITCHLER, Edmund - L101727, passed away March 2, 1985, at age 74, in Vancouver, BC. No other details available.
McMECHAN, R. Garner-on - M 16884, Private, passed away February 19, 1985, at
age 67. A resident of Calgary, AB, no other information is available.
McGOY, T.L.H. - M 15600, "Vem" as he was known, passed away August 8, 1985,
in Duncan, BC, at age 69. Vem was a long time member of "A" Company^
proceeding overseas with the Regiment in 1939. He was employed at Chemcell, Edmonton, for many years, retired to Vancouver Island when he retired. He was a member of the B.C.Association.
McCUAIG, John D. - WW I member of the 49th, wounded at Paschendale in 1917
and was subsequently hospitalized for several years. Born in Ontario in
1892 John left Ontario at an early age to a homestead in Saskatchewan.
Following his discharge he married and spent some 40 years in Monitor,
AB, where he was the village postmaster. He was able to be present at
our Edmonton banquet this past January with the assistance of his son,
it was the first time he had been with us in many years and he sat at
our head table as an honored guest.
ORDGE, Patrick J. - M 2369, passed away December 28, 1984, in Edmonton, at
age 59. No other details available.

LASTPOST
WELLS, Frank MM and Oak Leaves - 101419, WW I, passed away in Bashaw, AB,
December 3, 1984, at age 89.
Frank was born in Souris, Man., January 5, 1895, and moved with his parents and a sister to a homestead at Buffalo Lake, near Bashaw, in 1899.
During WW I he saw much service as a scout and a runner with our 49th
Battalion and survived four of the great battles the Regiment was engaged
in, Ypres, Paschendale, the Somrne and Viny Ridge.
Following WW I Frank was a game warden in Jasper Park for 24 years, then
he became a big game outfitter. After 15 years as an outfitter he returned to his "homestead" in Bashaw and here spent the remainder of his life.
Frank was first and last an outdoorsman and a horseman. He loved hunting
but was always a conservationist. He hated waste or abuse of wild life.
He tWuld always see the bright side of life and after a visit with him
one did not part without feeling better in some way or other.

Ralph W
WISMER, Colin A.L. MID - M 31185, RQMS, passed away suddenly at his home in
Mirror, AB, August 31, 1985, at the age of 72.
Colin, or "Wiz" as he was known by everyone who served with him in Italy
and Holland will be remembered as one of the finest Platoon Sergeants
and GSMs that "B" Company ever had. Many from this Company can recall
his leadership and concern for their safety and welfare in many of the
action packed battles from that static Arielli front to the conclusion
of the war in Holland on May 6, 1945. He was wounded in action at the
Hitler Line and was awarded a Mention In Dispatches for action in the
Gothic Line and San Fortunate Ridge.
"Wiz" enlisted with the 1st Bn Edmonton Fusiliers CASF in August, 1940,
and became a Sergeant before proceeding overseas to the L Edmn R in October, 1942.
Following his Army discharge, "Wiz" joined the staff of the Department
of Veterans Affairs, Edmonton, and after serving 25 years retired with
his wife, Edna, to the "quiet" life of Mirror, AB.
Colin was an active member of the Mirror Branch, Royal Canadian Legion,
and the burial service and internment were conducted by the Legion. Some
thirty plus members of our Association served as an honor guard at the
service. Many Legion members from the local and nearby Branches attended.
He is survived by his wife, Edna, a son Ken and a daughter, Marlene, and
their families. He leaves also a host of friends and army comrades.
We have indeed lost a great friend, proud to have been a 49er and proud
of his service with our Regiment.
He had a special regard for his comrades from Private to Commanding Officer who had shared with him many of the Regiment's battles.
He attended almost all of our Regimental Association gatherings and was
always a lively addition at each and every function.
WALLACE, James Frederick-M15533, deceased February 9, 1985, at age 75, in
Edmonton. He went overseas with "A" Company in 1939.
YELLS, Arthur S. - Captain, passed away May 12, 1985, Victoria, BC. A member of the Calgary Highlanders, Arthur transferred to the LERs for the
Sicily and Italy campaigns. He was wounded while with the Regiment, became a prisoner of war for 18 months in Germany. A B.G.Assoc. member.

LASTPOST
POTTER, George 0. - M 17268, passed away January 16, 1985, at age 83, in the
Alder Flats, AB, area. No other details available.
REICHERT, John E. - L110921, Private, passed away November 3, 1984, at age
58, in Ontario. No other details available.
SIMPSON, Stanley - K 76981, passed away January 30, 1985, at age 69, in Vancouver, BC. No other information available.
SMITH, Srnest A. - M 16574, passed away April 21, 1985, in Bdmonton, at age
74. "Vino" well known by us all and a long time willing worker for our
Association, will be sadly missed. See tribute elsewhere in this Fortyniner.
SUTHSRLEY, William - M 16480, deceased November 3, 1984, at age 66, in Edmonton. He went overseas with our Regiment in 1939 - no other details are
available.
3HANTZ, Howard G. - passed away December 26, 1984, in Edmonton, at age 70,
Howard was a member of the Support Company while -with the Regiment.
TIGH2, Patrick H.D. MC - Major and retired from the PPGLI. He passed away
while on holidays in the Bahamas, March 1, 1985, at the age of 69. Pat
was a resident of Ottawa, Ont. He went overseas with our Regiment in
1939, was a life member of our Association.
TURN3R, Sidney W. - M 16719, passed away February 12, 1985, at age 65, a
resident of Edmonton. Sid joined our unit as a reinforcement while the
Regiment was stationed in Oxted, 3ng@ Later he transferred to the RCOG
and then to RCEME.
TITUS, Edmund B. - Captain, WW I, passed away January 19, 1985, at age 91,
in Toronto. No other information available.
WILDERS, Claude B. - M 15932, LCpl - passed away in Edmonton, September 13,
1985, in Sdmonton. Claude went overseas with our Regiment in 1939.
GANTIN, Alfred H.A."A1" DGM MM - WW I, Lieut@, ^432632, 12 Pitn, C Company,
passed away September 14, 1985 ji Los Angeles, Calif,, at age 86.
See elsewhere this Fortyniner issue for other information.

In memory of all ranks of theThey shall not grow old,
49th BNAs we that are left grow old;
andAge shall not weary them
THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENTNor the years condemn.
who gave up their lives for Sovereign andAt the going down of the sun
Country in the cause of Freedom and toAnd in the morning
commemorate the actions fought by the RegimentWe will remember them,
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In 1943, a soldier made headlines in England and in Canada by having
survived for three and a half days under the rubble of what had been a three
storey building. The place was Ortona, in Italy.
Roy Boyd, the soldier, passed away in 1985 at his home in Grande Prairie,
Alberta, and being a member of the Grande Prairie Legion, Roy was given a
fitting Legion funeral. Many of our Peace country 49ers turned out to bid
him a final farewell.
He was a soldier in 11 Platoon, B Company, the 49th Bn The Loyal Edmonton Regiment. Under Platoon Commander Lt "Bunny" Alien, he participated in
the battle for Ortona'in December, 1943.
After many hours of heavy fighting, the platoon captured a three storey
building in the city of Ortona and there the members of the platoon settled
down. for the night to try and hold on to the position. Unknown to the platoon members, "Jerry" had placed explosives at strategic positions in the
building before they had left and the explosives had been booby trapped to
one detonator. Toward morning the guard that was on duty tripped the booby
trap. The explosives were set off and the entire building came down in a
pile of rubble and the entire platoon was trapped under it.
Come daylight we ventured over to the building to see if there was anyone that could be rescued. In spite of the Germans, who were just across
the street from the former building and who kept taking pot shots at us and
kept on throwing potato mashers, we started as best we could to dig away at
the doorway. The doorway was built in an arch and was made of stone and concrete and was still standing. We got one soldier out alive and sent him along
to hospital. We continued with our digging and recovered four bodies.
The building was just one big pile of rubble. We were almost certain that
no one could have survived to live in the mess that was left. Being the Sgt
in charge of the rescue party, I didn't want to lose any more men needlessly
We abandoned the project for the time being hoping that in the meantime we
could push the enemy back and then continue looking for other buried soldiers.
Having cleared the enemy troops from the town our job was to then pick
up all the casualties, our own as well as those of the enemy. "A" Company put
a digging party to work in an attempt to retrieve the soldiers buried in the
rubble of the blown-up building. One of our party (i don't recall his name,
he had just come to our Regiment as a reinforcement) heard a moan from under
the piles of rocks and it nearly scared the pants off him. I was called to
supervise the removal of the rubble from where the moan was heard and piece
by piece we carefully removed it all. Before long we came to a small "cave"
under a beam and there Roy was, pinned and unable to move.
Fortunately at the time, for him, it is believed he had been unconscious
all during the time he was buried. Otherwise he probably would have required
more oxygen than he used and he would not have lasted. We got him out more
dead than alive and he was sent off to hospital in a hurry.
Roy survived this long ordeal in what should have been his coffin. He
returned to Wembley, in the Peace country, where he married and raised a
family of seven children.
We are thankful for the many years of borrowed time that Roy had amongst
us and, although crippled, he enjoyed life to the utmost and we enjoyed him.
Ernie White, Sgt, ^ Platoon.
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Don Gowe.r
Jako Goertzen
A. Grandbois
6, G. Gresne
J, W. Guay
Harry Haddon
E. S. Hall
Rev W. Hall
G. Harris
Sam Hately
George Henderson
Les Herman
Bob Hidson
Tom Hidson
Harry Hornback
Pat Ireland
H, Jackson
Sid James
Ted James
R. Jardine
D. Johnson
E. H. Johnson
Owen Jones
Stan Jones
Sid Jones
Steve Kmiech
Bob Knox
Mike Krewusik
Joe Kumka
Leo LaMarche
Vie Lawrence
F. J. Leach
Ron LeBas
Sam Lenko
Jack Lidgett
Earl Logan

634 - 25 Ave N"-W
12832 - 127 St.
12210 - 123 St
R R #1
#201, 40'"' Pe-nb^rton Terr
27 Main Blvd
3212 - Carol Drive N W
613 - 19 St S
Box 302
1118 Russet Rd N E
Box 69
62?3 - 12.8 St
Box 82
Box 694
#31, 10160 - 119 St
Gen Del

Calgary, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Thorsby, AB
Kamloop.s, BC
Sherwood Park, AB
Calgary, AB
Lethbridge, AB
Spirit River, AB
Calgary, AB
Consort, AB
Edmonton, AB
Valhalla Centre, AB
Westlock, AB
Edmonton, AB
Perryvale, AB

2185 Major MacKenaie. Dr
5406 - 38 St
#6, 10111 - 83 Ave
266 Stanley Dr

Maple Ont
Red Deer, AB
Edmonton, AB
Waterloo, Ont
Madeira Park, BC

14216 - 58A Ave
HO? Pottery Rd
6424 - 84 St
885 Renfrew St
6?06 - 102A Ave

Edmonton, AB

Box 1199
10963 - 130 St
Box 100
#105, 9420 - 92 St
5 3:-'3 4 Rge Rd 213
10308 - 155 St
Lot I 4504 - 41 St
R R #2
10603 - 128 Ave
10342 - 145 St

Vernon, BG
Edmonton, AB
Winnipeg, Man
Edmonton, AB
High Prairie, AB
Edmonton, AB
Killam AB
Edmonton, AB
Ardrossan, AB
Edmonton, AB
Camrose AB
Tofield, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB

7012 - 92A Ave
17716 - 94 Ave
#310, 5210 - 106 St
1195 Sherburn St

Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Winnipeg, Man

12147 - 107 St
Box 337
Box 563
6915 - 92B Ave
R R #1

Edmonton, AB
Rycroft, AB
Edson, AB
Edmonton, AB

11643 - 95 St
#7, 908 - 102 Ave

Busby, AB
Edmonton, AB
Dawson Creek, BC

I

EDMONTON ASSOCT;

11215 - 52 St

Mel Lund
Wally Lupkosld.

13.323 - 114 St

Edmonton, AB
Edmonton;, AB

1142 - 2? St. A North

Lethbridge, AB

Ray Madore
G. G. Marshall
Alex Matheson
J. P. Maxwell
Vie Mew
I

33 Sylvia St

Barrie, Ont

536 Woodbridge Way
Box 305, Sunset Manor
Box 220

Sherwood Park, AB
110 W Jasper St, Hintor

WW I #455, 10410 - 111 Ave

71

^TTON___

Steve Lotoski

St Adolphe, Man
Edmonton, AB

T5-v73H8T

T5E 5E3
T1H 3Y?
L4M 5J2
T8A 4G9
iTOE 1BO
ROA ISO
T5G 3A2

D. G. Miller

107 Main Terrace

Sherwood Park, AB

T8A OR?

G. P. Miller
L. E. Mitchell
Steve Moisey
R. A. Monaghan
Bill Moody
Ed Moore

10435 - 104 Ave

Grande Prairie, AB

T8V 1G1

315 Ermine skin Park

Edmonton, AB
Red Deer, AB
Morden, Man
Edmonton, AB

T6J 4J7

Dawson Creek, BC

VIE 4H9
TOG 1ZO

31 Spencer St
Box 2
11227 - 126 St
Box 932

Merv Morgan
R. R. Morgan
Ed Morris

Box 54
R R #2

9519 - 140 Ave
7504 - 75 St
12719 - 93 St
5624 - 114A St

Owen Moses
Len Mundorf
A. H. Murray
H. A. Murray
Syd Murrell
Bob MacEachern
John A. MacLean
Dave McAra
Angus McGrimmon

4407 Queen St
#808, 2888 - 273 St.

Me'wburn Vets' Home, 11440
i#402 Essex House,5520 Ri1

11215 - 53 St
aR R #1

Hugh McGulloch
Jack McGulloch

12109 - 85 St

J. B. McDcnald
M@ A, McKain

Box 179
8?2? - 77 Ave
11603 - 122 St

Hugh McKay
Alex McLaren
F. S, McLeod
Mel McPhee
Wally McVee
Gordon McVee
James Negrey
E. W. Newland
Alt Newstead
Alan Nicholls
A.C.Norlander
Barney Olson
Alex Papirnick
Norman Parks
Bill Parry
Frank Pasula

11839 - 12? St

22406 Twp Rd 520

Box 783
8703 - 52 St
#201, 11230 St Albert Tr

11916 - 51 St
511 Wilderness Dr S E
8403 - 142 St
Box 142
902? - 138 St
5823. - 119 Ave

11223 - 56 St
11313 - 103 St
6104 - 106 Ave

15404 - 96 Ave

4615 - 45 St

Rochester, AB
Sexsmith, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Regina Sask
Aldergrove, BC
University Ave,Edmonton
verbend Rd,Edmonton

Edmonton, AB
Priddis, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Mayerthorpe, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB

T4N OB3
ROG 1JO
T5M OR3
TOH 3 CO
T5E 529
T6E 2W?
T5E 339

T6H 3M9
S4S 5Y8
VOX 1AO
T6G 1Z1

T6H 5G9
T5W 3K8
TOL 1WO

T5B 3G5
T5L OZ2
TOE 1NO
T6C OL6

T5M OB6

Sherwood'park, AB

T8C 1E5

Grenfellj Sask

SOG 2BO

Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmontnn, AB

T6B 1E8

Calgary, AB

T2J ON3
T5R OM2

Edmonton, AB
Maidstone, Sask
Edmonton, AB

T5M 3P2

T.5W 3G4

SOM 1MO

T5R OE5

Edmonton., AB

T5W 1J4

Edmonton, AB
Edjn.ont.on, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Camrose^ AB

T5W 3S3

T5G 2H8
T6A 1K.1
T5P OG2
T4V 2V3

EDMONTON ASSOCIATION
Bill. Paterson
Tony Pavlin
H. L. Peters
Frank Pet ley
Thomas Phelan
Art Phillips
Jesse Pittman
J. P. Poirier
Bill Polhill
H. Poult on
H.O,.W.Powell
W. Preuss
R. Prowd
Bill Purves
J. H. Quarton
Fred Reesor
H. Reay
R. H. Rhodes
J. W. Robert son
A. W. Robinson
Jim Rogers
J. W. Rogers
Ken Rootes
George Ross
W. H. Ross
Max Rudyk
L, Ryan

Box 234, 5-16 - 3 St S E
Box 65
#1802, 140 - 10 Ave S W
3212 Lancaster Wav S W
12815 - 91 St
4215 - 37 St
BOx 1067
#211, 10421 - 142 St
5503 - 109 St
12009 - 38 St
10727 - 48 St
16309 - 112A St
9508 - 100 Ave
Box 23

Redcliff, AB

9339 - 83 St
3014 Hyde St
R R #2
12224 - 80 St
11615 - 70 St
239 Grandin Village
Box 268
18 Birch Dr
#702, 10160 - 115 St

Edmonton, AB
Ottawa, Ont
Red Deer, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmontcn, AB
St Albert, AB
Elora, Ont
St Albert, AB
Edmonton, AB

9603 - 142 St
5723 - 110 St
36l Isack Drive

Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Windsor, Ont

Calgary, AB
Edmonton, AB
Red Deer, AB
Jasper, AB

Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmontcn, AB

T5W 2H7
T6A 2B6

Grande Prairie, AB

T8V OT1

Hythe, AB

TOH 2CO

447 Evergreen Mobile H.Park, Edmonton, AB
T5B 4M2
Box 5
" Notikewin, AB
TOH 2VO

A. Sawan
M. Sawchyn
A. Schaffler

#204, 10155 - 151 St

T5X 2B5

T6C 2Z6
K1V 8H9
T4N 5E2
T5B 2P3
T5B 1T6
T8N 2J3
NOB ISO
T8N OE2
T5K 1T3
T5N 2M8
T6H 3E4
N8S 3V9

T5P 1T5

Box 634
High Prairie, AB
TOG 1EO
2216 Langriville Dr S W Calgary, AB
T3E 5G?
506 North Haven,10028 - 106 Ave Edmonton, AB T5H 4A3
Mewburn Vets' Home, 11440 University Ave,EdmontonT6G 1Z1

J. C. Shaw
Ed Schening
J..D. Scott

Mewburn Vets' Home,11440 University Ave,Edmonton T6G 1Z1
Box 1035
8723 - 93 Ave

I. Seagrave
W. G. Shaw
Charlie Shoubridge

Box 26, R R #1
912 - 40 Ave N W

C. J. Sloan
George Smart
Dan Smith
J. G. Smith
W.D.Bill Smith
-winter

Ponoka, AB
Edmonton, AB

-winter

TOC 2HO
T6C IT?

Chelsea, Que..

JOX 1NO

Calgary, AB

T2K OE?

Box 385
Cold Lake, AB
TOA OVO
11120 - 95 A St
Edmonton, AB
T5G 1N7
Box 454
Athabasca, AB
TOG OBO
Box 41?
Thorsby, AB
TOC 2PO
#57 Holiday Village,701 S.Dobson Rd,Mesa,Ariz.USA 85202
186 Creston Place
Edmonton, AB
R R #2
Paradise Valley, AB
Box 13,Site 3,R R #1
Thorsby, AB

J. Squarok
Jim Spencer
E. R. Springsteel

Tony Stark

TOE 1EO
T5N 2P4
T6H 3A?

Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB

J.F.St Pierre
Gus Schamehorn

Edmonton, AB

TOJ 2PO
TOC 2MO
T2R OA3
T3E 5W4
T5E 3P.4
T4N OT6

Sunnybrook, AB
Calgary, AB

T5A 1X4
TOB 3RO
TOC 2PO

F8,64 625 Pierson Blvd.Park West Trailer Park
Desert Hot Springs,CA,USA
Box 664

Enderby, B.C.

VOE 1VO

92240

EDMONTON ASSOCIATION
E. Roy Stauffer

5917 - 108 St

Edmonton, AB

Ken Stewart

12115 - 129 St
6108 - 102A Ave

Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB

L. E. Stewart
A, J. Storrier
Bob Strong
Joe Sutler
C. F. Swan

Mewburn Vets' Home,11440 University Ave,Edmonton T6G 1Z1
Box 2215
Vermilion, AB
TOB 4MO

Ed Tannous
Bill Teleske

10740 - 109 St #108
9749 - 71 Ave

Marcel Tettamente
P. J. Thiesson
D. Thomson
Metro Toma

#1406, 10135 Sask Drive Edmonton, AB
#26, 10910 - 142 St
Edmonton, AB

11820 - 61 St

Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB

T6H 2Z3
T5L 1H3
T6A OR6
T6E 4Y9
T5N 2P8

T5H 3B6
T6E OW5

Beaverlodge, AB
Grande Prairie, AB
11440 University Ave,Mewburn Vets' Home,Edmonton

T5W 4A?
TOH OCO
T8V 6H3
T6G 1Z1

BOx 629
#1104, 9649 - 94 Ave

L. Tosczak
Joe Turions
Doug Turner

51 - 1133 Findlay Rd

Kelowna, BG

V1X 5A9

BOx 352
13311 - 128 St

High Prairie, AB

Pete Turner
Hal Varty

8735 - 77 Ave
BOx 487

Reg Watts WW I
Ted Wade
Keith Wakefield

Box 2?7
Box 520
14424 - 86 Ave

Edmonton, AB
Swan Hills, AB
Barrhead, AB
Smoky Lake, AB
Edmonton, AB

TOG 1EO
T5L 1E7
T6G OL6

9913 - 109 St

Ft Saskatchewan, AB

Bob Walker
Ron Waterhouse
Barney Weir
W. V. Westacott
Charlie Whelan

15030 - 93 Ave
R R #1
12127 - 53 St

C. F. White
Ernie White
Maurice White

Box 144
12128 - 94A St

B. Whitmore
Dr W.L.Whitford
Walter Wills
Jim Wilson

Box 193
268 Margaret Ave

R. Wilson
Judge J.S.Woods
Geoff Wright

Edmonton, AB

5208 - 109 Ave

Box 245
#1603 Kiwanis PI,10330
8750 - 78 Ave

Edmonton, AB
Two Hills, AB
Edmonton, AB
Rycroft, AB
Spirit River, AB
Grande Prairie, AB
Edmonton, AB
Kenton, Man
Wallaceberg, Ont
Hythe, AB
120 St, Edmonton., AB
Edmonton, AB

303 Point McK&y Gardens,N W Calgary, AB
#804,9420 - 92 St
Edmonton, A3

TOG 2CO
TOG OEO
TOA 3CO
T5R 4B3
T8L 2K3
T5R 5H2
TOB 4KO
T5W 3L8
TOH 3AO
TOH 3GO
T8V 5C3
T6A 1S1
ROM OZO
N8A 2A5
TOH 2GQ
T5K 2A6
T6G ON6
T3B 5C1
T6C 3S1

E. Yez

Gen Del

Alberta Beach, AB

J. W. Young
J. Zak

9 - 11A St N W
Box 414

Calgary, AB

TOE OAO
T2N 1X7

Coleman, AB

TOK OMO

B.C.

ASSOCIATION

R. Anderson

427 Hansen St Penticton, BCV2A 5S4
Box 783 Parksville, BCVOR 2SO

B. F. Baker
Dave Barbour WW I
H.P.Bell-Irving
S.O.Bigelow

Site 33, Cc.mp 9 R R 2 Winfield, BCVOH 2GO
#303 Windsor Court,258 Gorge Rd East,VictoriaV9A 6W5
#42, 2236 Fclkstone Way W.Vancouver, BCV7S 2X?
#150, 1840 - 169 St Surrey, BCV4A 4X4

T.N.Adams on

B.C. ASSOCIATION
C,, Ernie Black

3937 Lauder RdVictoria, B.C.
7601 Holtem DrVernon, BG

Ranald Bowen

#818,Crescent PI,13910Stony Plain Rd,Edmonton

Ed Bradish
L.G.Brandon

1428 Maple PlaceSquamish, BC
4825'Inverness StVancouver, BC

J. Brunton
Bill Burkholder

#105, 6555 Bonsor AveBurnaby, BC

Arthur Bird

i, B.C.

H. Butterworth

13781 - 57B AveSurrey, BC
Box 21,2948 Andre Rd,RR #6, Victoria,BC

Paul Charles
Jack Childs
R. A. Couch WW I
Jim Craig

R R #2
2222 Shakespeare St
#15, 82 Buttertub Dr
2239 Armhurst Ave

Norman Dack
Percy Darlington

Box 132
Enderby, BG
207 Windsor Cresc.,252 Gorge Rd E,Victoria,BC
2094 Falkland PlaceVictoria,
Place
BC
R R #1Thunder
#1
Bay, Ont

Len F. Dawes WW I
Fred Delyea
Earl G. Dick
John A. Dougan
H. Ducommun
R. W. "udley
William Dunbar
Les Duncan

Summerland, BG
Victoria, BC
Nanaimo, BC
Sidney, BC

Box 2582Parksville,
2582
BC
7701 Welch Rd, R R #3Victoria,
#3
BC
#4, 15875 - 20 AveSurrey,
Ave
BC'
1213 Tattersal RdVictoria,
Rd
BC
Craigdarroch Beach, R R #2 Courtenay, BC
1060 Government StPenticton, BC

J. Easterbrook
J. D. Eggleston

5157 Beckton Rd
869 Sparling Ave

Victoria, BC

Pete Ferguson
T. E. Fontaine

565 Bradley St
6709 Griffiths Ave

Nanaimo, BG
Burnaby, BG

J. T. Freeman

8132 Cartier St
2850 Wyndeatt Ave
R R #1

Vancouver, BC
Victoria, BC
Lady smith, BC

Cartwright Ave, R R #1

Summerland, BG

#201, 1840 Argyle Ave
64 Seaside Dr
225 Crystal Court
#175, 27111 Zero Ave

Nanaimo, BC
Sooke, BC
Clearbrook, BC
Aldergrove, BC

1325 Rock-land Ave

Victoria, BC

8055 Montcalm St
481 Hewgate St

Vancouver, BC
Na.naimo, BC
Madeira Park, BC
Shanty Bay, Ont

W. C. Hoimes
Dudley Howard

#703, 4221 Mayberry

Burnaby, BC

R R #2

Owen Hughson
Tom Huntington

Box 1057
#306, 710 - 16 Ave N E

Armstrong, BC
Parksville, BC

J. A. Hyde WWI

R R ?3

S. J. Fry
Jack Furnell
Rene Gauchie
T. A. Gibson
Crawford Glew
A. L. Gracie
D. I. Grahame
A. A. Greene
P. Ken Hall
Jack Harris
Sam Hately
Ralph Hayter
Steve Henke

Burnaby, BG

Calgary, AB
Courtenay, BC

IrJ
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B.C. ASSOCIATION
Don Jacquest
Alon M. Johnson
Trevor Jones
Steve Jossul

#510 945 Marine Drive W
#4, 608 St Charles St
2414 Millstream Ave

Victoria, BG
Victoria, BG
Victoria, BC

G. B. Key
Mervyn Kirby

#303, 141 Bushby St

Victoria, BC

4851 Central Ave

Delta, BC

George Kitching

3434 Bonair Place

R. J. Kirkness

#9, 11672 - 224 St

Victoria, BC
Maple Ridge, BC

Dave LaRiviere

975 E 41 Ave
R R #3, Site 325 - C8,

Vancouver, BC

120 Jones Rd
#12, 2161 Columbia Ave

Campbell River, EC
Trail, BC

Box 72

Madeira Park, BC

10580 - 140 St
2339 We sthill Drive
310 West 28 St

W Vancouver, BC

Erskin Larkin
Eljner "Duke" Lenglet
Gordon Lewis
Ray Lewis
Melvin Likes
J. T. Livings!one

E. A. Lohn
W. D. Lowden WW I
J. J. Mackie
Mike' Markowsky
J. G. Milnes
W. A. Moreau

980 McKenzie Ave

Vancouver, BG

Qualicum Beach, BC

N Surrey, BC
TI Vancouver, BC

1115 Gheeke Rd, R R #2, Box 14, Cobble Hill, BG

1A8|

V7T
V8S 3N7
V8X 3G7
V9B

3B3

V8S 1B3
V4K 2G5
V8P 4V4
V2X 5Z9
V5W 1P8
VOR 2TO

V9W 2V1
V1R 1K8
VON 2HO
V3T 4N5
775 2Z2
V7N 2J1
VOR 1LO

4238 Granville St

Vancouver, BG

R R #1

V6H 3L5

Bo swell, BC

A. G. Morris

3731 Fir St
12117 - 75 Ave R R #6

G. Moroz
W.- L. Mugridge

Box 226
R R #1

S Burnaby, BC
N Surrey, BG
Sheho, Sask
Naramata, BC

VOR 1AO
V5G 2A4
V3W 2S6
SOA 3TO

P. P. "Pip" Muirhead 114 - 32072 Sherwood Cresc Clearbrook, BC

D. Mundy

25 Shoal Harbour,2352 Harbour Rd,Sidney,BC

E.M.Keith MacGregor
Jack McBride
Pat McBratney

.2452 Camelot Rd
#22, 24330 Eraser Highway.
699 Buck Rd

Archie McCallum

853 East Fender St

J. Alex McConnell
D. D. McCulloch
Frank McDougal

2730 Claude Rd

Gordon Mclntosh

V. E. McKeage
Ken D. McKenzie
Dr J.A.McNally
W. I. Nelson
R. H. Palmer
E. C. Pauls en
Ralph Paulsen
F. R. Paupst

Victoria, BG

,R R #3, Langley, BC
Kelowna, BG
Vancouver, BC

VOH1NO
V2T 1G1
V8L 3X8

V8N 1J4
V3A 4P6
V1W 1N6
V6A 1V9
V9B

3T6
1S6

89 Crease Ave

Victoria, BC
Victoria, BC

720 Keith St

Moose Jaw, Sask

S6H 5R2

18280 Bayard Place
2624 Belmont Ave

Surrey, BC

V3S IC5
V8R 4A6
V8S 3Z1

824 Richmond Rd
2833 Parkside Dr
1620 Augusta Ave

#185, 1699 Ross Rd
3903 Cedar Hill Rd

#5-B Churchill Dr

Victoria, BC
Victoria, BC
Lethbridge, AB

Burnaby, BC
Kelowna, BG
Victoria, BG

V8Z

T1J 1M8
V5A 2V6
V1W 1L8
V8P 3Z8
B2X 1M2

7724 Argyle St

Dartmouth, N3
Vancouver, BC

Dave A.Petrie WW I

2310 Dolphin Rd, R R #3

Sidney, BG

V8L

A. Quinn
W. Bill Remple
W. Rhind

1988 Sylvania Place
3158 Wessex Close

Cobble Hill, BC

VOR 1LO
V8P 5N2
V9B 3L2

#10, 2611 Selwyn Rd

Victoria, BC
Victoria, BG

V5P 3L4

3X9

Doug Rogers
Ja.ck Rosser
Don Russell
Jim Sharkey
Bill Silvester
L. D.1' Lou* Smith
D. S. Spicer
Fred Stepchuk
Jacob Stock!
J. R. Jim Stone

B.C. ASSOCIATION
8080 Thomson Place, R R #2 Saanichton, BC
R R #1, Site 128 G8?

Qualicum Beach,

BG
Chase, BG

Box 935
#304, 33 Mt Benson St
209 High St

Nanaimo, BC

Nelson, BC

473 Cumberland St
New Westminster, BC
2080 Okanagan Ave SE RR #3 Salmon Arm, BC
6900 Springside PI, RR #1, Brentwood Bay, BC
8120 Osier St
Vancouver, BC
1281 Fairlane Terrace Victoria, BC

R.H.'Bob' Summersgill 2434 Mat hers Ave

W Vancouver, BG

Nick Sykes

Surrey, BC

18177 - 59 Ave

Les Taplin
Len J. Tuppen
A. A. Wachter
Carl Walford
Jack R. Washburn
Jim Watson
Neil Webb
R. L. Wheatley
F. J. Wraite
W. T. Whitlock

11721 Cascade Drive
Delta, BC
2030 Hornby Place
Sidney, BC
#406, 1596 Townsite Rd Nanaimo, BC
527 Radant Road
Kelowna, BC
#55l6 Ocean Place
W Vancouver, BC
#408, Haida Apts,ll65 Yates St,Victoria, BC

Delta, BC
Sidney, BC
Nanaimo, BC
Kelowna, BC
W Vancouver, BC

R. R #2, Box 14, Buick Site, Quesnel, BC
555 Back Rd
Courtenay, BC
#10, 999 Burnaby Ave
Penticton, BC
6975 - 129A St
Surrey, BG

LADYMEMBERS
Mrs. Mary Beaton
Beat on1941 Neil StVictoria, BC
Mrs Garry Browne 1733 St Ann StreetVictoria, BC
Mrs
Mrs L.
L. Bryant
Bryant #312, 6570 BurlingtonS Burnaby, BG
Mrs
Mrs K.
K. Guthrie
Guthrie 1563 Stevens StWhite Rock, BC
Mrs. M. Jefferson 2353 Windsor RdVictoria, BC
Mrs. E. Jones 15823 Essex PlaceWhite Rock, BG
Mrs.
2716 Dewdney AveVictoria, BC
Mrs. Mickey
Mickey Macdonald
Macdor
Mrs. J. Middleton 1869 Dahl CrescentAbbotsford, BC
Mrs. V. McCoy 435 Festubert StDuncan, BC
Mrs. Peggy McEwen Reviresco Apts,SaubleBeach,RR #2,Hepworth,Ont
Mrs. Tina Oakey #2, 1184 Clarke Rd, RR #1 Brentwood Bay, BC
Mrs, Eleanore Purvis 511 Sonora Ave S WCalgary, AB
Mrs, Jean Rendall #307, 280 First StDuncan, BC
Mrs. Dorothy Rowlatt 1711 Tudor Apts, 955Marine Dr.W, Vancouver, BG
Mrs. M. Sheldrake 1075 Hulford StVictoria, BC
Mrs. Alice Sijnpson 3595 Vaness AveVancouver, BC
Mrs. Kate Willson Box 691Osoyoos, BC

Victoria, BC
Victoria, BC
S Burnaby, BG
White Rock, BC
Victoria, BC
White Rock, BG
Victoria, BC
Abbotsford, BC
Duncan, BC

